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abstract

Self-generated toroidal flow due to turbulent Reynolds stress is impor-
tant in fusion plasmas since rotation and its shear improve confinement
and stability. This study reports the first measurement of the turbulent
Reynolds stress in fusion-grade plasma cores via correlated density and
velocity fluctuations in the DIII-D tokamak. Experiments are conducted
with both co- and counter-current Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) to control
the net torque input and achieve a near-zero flat rotation profile. Elec-
tron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) is applied to alter the ion and electron
heat fluxes and therefore the mixture of turbulence modes. High-quality
fluctuation measurements are obtained via Beam Emission Spectroscopy
(BES) and Ultra-Fast Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (UF-
CHERS). Following the application of ECH, the toroidal rotation reverses
from counter-current to co-current direction, and the turbulence instabil-
ity shifts from dominant electron modes to a mixture of electron and ion
modes. Residual stress is extracted from the measured toroidal Reynolds
stress, and the resulting intrinsic torque is determined. During the NBI-
only stage, the volume-integrated intrinsic torque is nearly zero. Upon the
application of ECH, a strong rotation drive is identified at the plasma edge,
resulting in a net co-current intrinsic torque of 0.40 ± 0.05 Nm, which is
comparable to the −0.75 Nm counter-current NBI torque. The toroidal
rotation profiles reconstructed using the inferred intrinsic torques align
well with experimental observations, successfully reproducing the rota-
tion changes with the application of ECH. These results provide valuable
insights into the relationship between turbulence and plasma rotation,
demonstrate convincing consistency with the theory of turbulence-driven
intrinsic torque, and support the use of turbulence models to predict
rotation profiles for future magnetic fusion facilities like ITER.
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1 introduction

1.1 Fusion Energy and Tokamaks
Based on the forecasts of population and economic growth for different
regions of the world, an estimation was made by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) in the early 90s for global energy consumption in
the years 2000, 2020, and 2060. In the estimated scenario with medium
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, electricity generation capacity
in 2020 will increase to 6590 GW at an annual growth rate of 3% [1].
Concerns about the rapidly rising energy demand appear justified. Data
and statistics collected by the International Energy Agency (IEA) indicate
that in 2020, the global electricity generation reached 7800 GW, with an
annual growth rate of 3.6% since 1990 [2].

Despite the large global fossil fuel reserves, it is possible to anticipate
stock shortages and increasing mining costs in the near future. At the same
time, the expansion of other energy sources faces various limitations. The
hydroelectric capacity is affected by geographic environmental conditions
and is expected to have an expansion factor of less than 3. The biomass
is mainly limited by its heavy demand for productive land. Renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind occupy considerable space and are
strongly influenced by geographic and seasonal factors. The large-scale
usage of nuclear fission power is motivated by the significant reduction
of domestic fossil fuel production in many developed countries but also
brings problems like long-lasting nuclear waste and public concerns about
the potential risk of reactor accidents and radiation leakage.

Researchers suggested that desirable energy sources in the 21st century
should depend on several factors besides the longevity and magnitude
of the reserves. These factors are the commercial cost of the energy, the
environmental cost to humanity in waste production, airborne pollutants,
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accidents, and consumption of land, the geographical availability, and the
relation to military hardware [1]. The limitations on traditional fossil fuel,
hydroelectric energy, and nuclear fission power motivate the development
of a new energy source, fusion. Fusion offers abundant fuel supplies, zero
greenhouse gas emissions, minimal land requirement, significantly re-
duced risk of major radioactivity incidents, and reliable power generation
against geographic and seasonal factors.

Figure 1.1: Tokamak magnetic field structure and major magnets [3].

The capability of producing a significant amount of thermal fusion
power under controlled nuclear fusion was demonstrated in the 1990s
by the US Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and the Joint European
Torus (JET) experiments [5]. The goal of achieving net energy gain and
demonstrating the feasibility of fusion as a new energy source is pursued
by the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), which
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Figure 1.2: Fusion reaction cross-section for D-T fusion [4]

is projected to be a fusion device built in France that produces 500 MW
of fusion power from 50 MW heating input [6]. It is expected to test the
current technology and push the fusion related research to a new regime.

The design of ITER is based on the tokamak concept, which uses a
strong magnetic field to confine the hot plasma and thereby protect the
reactor wall structures [6]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, tokamaks generate helical
magnetic field lines through coils surrounding the vacuum chamber and
plasma current flowing in the toroidal direction. The helical magnetic field
line is necessary to balance particle drifts and achieve stable plasma equi-
librium. The high temperature required for fusion reactions is sustained
by various auxiliary heating systems, including ohmic heating, Neutral
Beam Injection (NBI), and electromagnetic waves in various frequency
ranges. Those heating systems are also used to induce and maintain the
plasma current required for confinement [6].

Among many possible candidates for fusion reactor fuels, deuterium-
tritium (D-T) fusion is the most desirable choice due to its high fusion
reaction cross-section [7], as shown in Fig. 1.2. The fusion reaction of
deuterium and tritium produces a 3.5 MeV alpha particle and releases a
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Figure 1.3: Fusion power plant scheme [5]

14.1 MeV neutron. The high-energy neutron flux and intense heat radiation
emitted during the fusion process are absorbed by critical components
such as the first wall, blanket, and divertors [7]. These components are
efficiently cooled by multiple primary cooling circuits. The absorbed heat
in the primary cooling circuit is then transferred to a secondary circuit via
heat exchangers and used to produce electricity through turbo generators.
A schematic diagram of a fusion power plant is shown in Fig. 1.3.

1.2 Motivation to Study Intrinsic Rotation
As the D-T plasma is heated to thermonuclear conditions, fusion reactions
occur, and the emitted 3.5 MeV α-particles start to heat the plasma. When
sufficient fusion reaction rate and confinement conditions are reached,
the plasma energy loss can be completely compensated by the α-particle
heating. At this point, the plasma is self-sustaining, and no externally
applied heating is required, which is called ignition by the analogy with
burning fossil fuel [4]. The so-called Lawson criterion is used to describe
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the necessary condition required to reach ignition, which states that the
triple product of the plasma density n, plasma temperature T , and energy
confinement time τE should be at least nTτE > 3 × 1021 m−3keVs [4].

As fusion experiments continue to advance, increasingly higher plasma
densities and temperatures are attained in various machines, but the igni-
tion condition has not been achieved [8]. The fusion community recog-
nizes that merely increasing the auxiliary heating power is insufficient to
reach ignition. As more external heating power is injected into the plasma,
the density and temperature gradients are steepened, which enhances
the radial turbulent transport caused by micro-instabilities. As a result,
the turbulence level increases significantly, and more coherent structures
are formed, which seriously degrades the confinement and inhibits the
plasma from reaching ignition. Hence, the study of plasma turbulence
and its mitigation becomes one of the most important subjects in fusion
research. It has hereby been found that the sheared poloidal and toroidal
flows suppress turbulence and contribute to the reduction of heat and
particle transport in magnetic fusion devices [9].

Sheared poloidal and toroidal flows can build a strong nonuniform
radial electric field, which in turn generates a sheared E×B flow. It should
be noted that the poloidal and toroidal flows refer to the bulk ion mass
flow in the respective directions, which are determined by the momentum
input and transport [10]. Meanwhile, the E × B flow refers to the drift
motion of charged particles in the plasma resulting from the Lorentz force,
which is determined by the radial force balance [10].

Among the various flows in plasma, the E× B flow is responsible for
the suppression of turbulence and turbulent transport. Theoretical calcu-
lations show that the E × B flow is the sole advectant of fluctuations in
particle density, energy, and momentum [10]. This perpendicular flow will
tear apart turbulence eddy structure, accelerate turbulence decorrelation,
and suppress turbulent transport [10, 11]. This mechanism is believed to
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effectively reduce the overall anomalous transport inside the plasma and
contribute to the formation of transport barriers during the transition from
low to high confinement mode [9]. Compared with the low confinement
mode, or L-mode, the high confinement mode, or H-mode, has signifi-
cantly increased global particle and thermal energy confinement time. The
transition from L-mode to H-mode occurs when the input power exceeds
a specific threshold, which has been observed to be strongly dependent
on rotation in experiments [12].

In present-day experiments, toroidal rotation is typically driven by
external momentum sources such as tangential NBI. While external mo-
mentum sources are sufficient in current medium-scale experiments, they
may not drive sufficient rotations to stabilize the plasma and suppress
turbulent transport in future large-scale tokamaks, such as ITER. This
limitation is due to the substantial moment of inertia and the reduced
efficiency of torque injection from high-energy neutral beams in larger sys-
tems. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of self-generated rotation
becomes critical in such contexts.

Spontaneous rotation is observed across many machines and under
various confinement regimes [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Experiments conducted
in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak have demonstrated that strong intrinsic ro-
tations can be generated during the transition of confinement regime from
L-mode to H-mode in ohmic-heated plasmas with no external momentum
injection[16]. As shown in Fig. 1.4, the change in core toroidal rotation
from L-mode to H-mode can reach up to 100 km/s and exhibits strong
linear dependency on the stored energy normalized to the plasma current.
Work on the DIII-D tokamak suggests that intrinsic torque is localized
at the plasma edge and can be comparable to the external torque from
tangential NBI [18]. Velocity profile evolution indicates that the intrinsic
rotation originates at the plasma edge and propagates into the core on a
momentum confinement time scale [17].
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Figure 1.4: The change in the core toroidal rotation from L-mode to I-mode (red)
and to H-mode (green) [16]

The theoretical explanation is that, as thermal energy is injected into
the plasma via various heating methods, it creates steeper density and
temperature gradients, which in turn induce turbulence. This turbulence
drives local velocity fluctuations and generates a spatially nonuniform
Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ when symmetry breaking mechanisms change the
phase angle between the velocity fields. Residual stress, defined as the
part of Reynolds stress that is independent of velocity and its gradient,
plays a critical role. The divergence of this residual stress acts as an intrin-
sic torque, leading to the observed spontaneous rotation. This physical
process effectively converts heat flux into parallel flow via the mechanism
of turbulent Reynolds stress [19, 20].

This theory of turbulence-driven intrinsic rotation has not been experi-
mentally demonstrated. While significant theoretical and experimental
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efforts have been dedicated to this subject, the fundamental mechanism
driving the generation of intrinsic rotation remains elusive and is not fully
understood. To reliably predict and control plasma rotation for achieving
the desired confinement, it is essential to investigate the complex mech-
anism between turbulence, turbulent momentum transport, Reynolds
stress, and intrinsic torque from a microscopic standpoint, a level of un-
derstanding that previous studies have not yet attained.

1.3 Research Goals
To study the generation of intrinsic rotation, a comprehensive understand-
ing of diverse momentum sources and transport mechanisms in plasmas is
crucial. Classical and neoclassical momentum transport have been exten-
sively studied and well understood. While turbulence remains challenging
and complex in many aspects, substantial research efforts have established
a foundational understanding of its nature and the mechanisms by which
it induces turbulent momentum transport and generates intrinsic torque
via turbulent stress.

Previous experiments on intrinsic rotation mainly focus on the vari-
ous global effects on rotation, and not much has been done to study the
mechanism between local flow generation and the underlying turbulence
at ion gyroscales. This research seeks to bridge this gap by measuring the
relevant fluctuating velocity fields and examining the interaction between
turbulence, Reynolds stress, and flow generation in L-mode plasmas in the
DIII-D tokamak. This is achieved by the high-quality fluctuation measure-
ments obtained using Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) and Ultra-Fast
Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (UF-CHERS).

The 64-channel BES system measures long-wavelength density fluctua-
tions by detecting Doppler-shifted Dα emissions [21]. Velocimetry analy-
sis is applied to track turbulence eddies and infer radial and poloidal veloc-
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ity fluctuations [22]. The UF-CHERS diagnostic observes the n = 8 → 7
transitions in hydrogenic carbons C(5+)∗ with 1 µs time resolution at two
spatial locations [23]. The spectral widths and line shifts provides mea-
surements of ion temperature and toroidal velocity fluctuations. The
cross-field correlation analysis, combining the BES and UF-CHERS mea-
surements, allows us to directly determine the Reynolds stress.

The structure of this thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 provides
a theoretical background and reviews previous experimental studies on
plasma rotations. It discusses the mechanisms of momentum transport,
including classical, neoclassical, and turbulent transport. Additionally,
this chapter examines two important momentum sources: intrinsic torque
generated by turbulence-driven Reynolds Stress and external torque from
neutral beams.

Chapter 3 introduces the DIII-D tokamak, along with the major diag-
nostics, BES and UF-CHERS. It also details the data analysis techniques
employed in this research.

Chapter 4 describes the experiments carried out at DIII-D. It com-
pares turbulence characteristics under different plasma conditions and
presents multifield cross-correlation results to demonstrate the generation
of Reynolds stress by turbulence.

Chapter 5 extracts the residual stress from the measured Reynolds
stress and derives the resulting intrinsic torque. The rotation profile is then
reconstructed using the momentum balance equation with and without
this intrinsic torque, and compared with experimental observations.

Finally, Chapter 6 offers a detailed summary, highlights diagnostic
and methodological advancements, concludes major physics results, and
explores potential scientific questions for future research.
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2 background and theory

This chapter begins by reviewing the theoretical background of rotation
in tokamak plasmas. It introduces crucial momentum sources and trans-
port mechanisms. A leading theory of intrinsic rotation, which suggests
that intrinsic torque can be generated from turbulence-driven nonuniform
Reynolds stress, is explored in depth. Supporting experimental findings
and simulation results are presented, which motivate the design of ex-
periments and measurements conducted at the DIII-D tokamak in the
framework of this thesis project.

2.1 Rotation in Tokamak Plasmas
In this section, an analytical model is developed based on the fluid mo-
ments of a general plasma kinetic equation to establish the equations gov-
erning the generation of toroidal flow by turbulent Reynolds stress in the
context of finite aspect ratio, non-circular cross-section, and axisymmetric
toroidal geometry [24].

In this framework, plasma is assumed to have two species, electrons and
hydrogenic ions. The continuity and momentum conservation equations,
derived from the two-fluid moments of the full plasma kinetic equations,
are used to describe the plasma parameters [24, 25].

∂n

∂t
+∇ · nv = Sn (2.1)

m
∂

∂t
nv +∇ · (mnvv) = nZe (E + v × B) −∇p−∇ · π+ R + Sm (2.2)

where n is the plasma density, v is the flow velocity, E is the electric field, B
is the magnetic field, p = nT is the plasma pressure, −∇ · π is the viscous
force density, R is the Coulomb collision dynamical friction force density,
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Sn and Sm are the source terms for particle and momentum. These two
equations apply to both ions and electrons, and the species label ’s’ will
be added as needed.

A toroidal coordinate system (r, θ,ϕ) is used to describe the geometry,
where r is the minor radius, θ is the poloidal angle and ϕ is the toroidal
angle. The structure of axisymmetric equilibrium magnetic field B0 can be
described as [25]

B0 = Bϕ + Bθ = ∇× (ψϕ∇θ−ψθ∇ϕ) (2.3)

where 2πψϕ and 2πψθ are the equilibrium toroidal and poloidal magnetic
fluxes. The dimensionless radial coordinate ρ ≡

√
ψϕ/ψϕ(a) is defined

based on the toroidal flux and ranges from zero (at the magnetic axis) to
unity (at the plasma separatrix).

Small gyroradius expansion is applied to derive the magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) force balance equilibrium at the zeroth order, flows within
flux surfaces at the first order, and radial transport fluxes at the second
order [25]. To the lowest order in the gyroradius expansion, the den-
sity n, temperature T , and pressure p of both species will be constant on
the magnetic flux surfaces. To the first order, poloidal variation in the
toroidal-averaged plasma parameters and toroidal variations due to three-
dimensional nonaxisymmetric (NA) perturbations are allowed. Therefore,
the plasma parameters n, T and p can be expanded as [25]

p = p0(ρ) + δ
[
p̄1(ρ, θ) + p̃1(ρ, θ,ϕ)

]
+O{δ2} (2.4)

where δ ∼ ρs/a ≪ 1 is the small gyroradius expansion parameter, ρs =

vth,s/ωc,s is the average gyroradius for species ’s’ with thermal speed
vth,s ≡

√
2Ts/ms and gyrofrequency ωc,s ≡ qsB0/ms. The bar hat on p̄

indicates that this quantity is averaged over the toroidal direction. The
tilde hat on p̃ indicates that this is a perturbation quantity.
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The electric field potentialΦ and magnetic vector potential A can be
expanded in a similar way. Equations governing the generation of flows
are then derived by plugging the expanded plasma parameters back into
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), and evaluate them in different orders of δ. Solving
the zeroth order gives the axisymmetric portion of the flow [24]

Ω(ψ) =
∂Φ̄

∂ψ
+

1
n̄Ze

∂p̄

∂ψ
(2.5)

which can be rearranged as the radial force balance equation [24]

Ēr = −
∂Φ̄

∂ψ
∇ψ =

[ 1
n̄Ze

∂p̄

∂ψ
−Ω(ψ)

]
∇ψ

=
1
n̄Ze

∂p̄

∂ψ
∇ψ− v̄ϕBθ + v̄θBϕ

(2.6)

This equation provides a relation between the averaged toroidal flow
v̄ϕ, poloidal flow v̄θ, diamagnetic flow v∗ = 1/(ZeB2)B×∇p, and lowest
order radial electric field Ēr.

The analytic expression for turbulence-driven flow can be derived by
evaluating the same equations to higher order in δ. The first-order toroidal
component of Eqn. (2.2) is obtained by taking the dot product of êϕ and
averaging it over the magnetic flux surface [24, 25, 26], resulting in

mn̄
∂

∂t
⟨v̄ϕ⟩ =−

1
V ′(ψ)

∂

∂ψ
V ′(ψ)

(
mn̄⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩+mv̄ϕ⟨ñṽr⟩+m⟨ñṽrṽϕ⟩

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

turbulence-driven
+ ⟨R1 · êϕ⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

neoclassical
+
〈∑

Sm · êϕ

〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
mom. sources

(2.7)

Here,V ′(ψ) = dV/dψwhereV is the volume inside a given flux surface
and ’mom. sources’ refers to external momentum sources such as NBI
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which will be introduced in Section 2.2. Moreover, ’neoclassical’ refers
to the classical and neoclassical transport fluxes which are discussed in
Section 2.3. Finally, turbulence-driven momentum fluxes will be explained
in detail in Section 2.4. With all three terms evaluated, the toroidal rotation
profile can be reconstructed from the momentum balance equation.

Notably, there are several terms that are less significant or not applicable
to this experimental condition and are therefore omitted in Eqn. (2.7), such
as ⟨∇·πNA

∥ · êϕ⟩ which represents the neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV)
due to non-resonant NA magnetic fields. NTV exerts a damping effect
on toroidal and poloidal flows, but the damping of the poloidal flow can
also act as a driving force for toroidal flow due to the coupling term [26].
However, since no error fields are applied in this experiment, NTV torque
is considered negligible and is not addressed in this thesis work. The same
rationale applies to resonant NA magnetic fields, fluctuation-induced
Maxwell stress, and poloidal magnetic flux transients [25].

2.2 Momentum Sources from NBI
NBI is applied to heat, fuel, and rotate tokamak plasmas, and it is planned
for the ITER experiment. Typically, a neutralized beam of high energy
atoms, with atom energies on the order 100 keV, velocities around v/c ∼
0.01, and power levels ranging from 1 to 10 MW, is injected into plasmas.
Tangential NBI is the most common external source of toroidal momentum
in tokamak plasmas. The mechanisms of momentum transfer from neutral
beams to the bulk plasma include the collisional friction between plasma
and beam-generated fast ions and the j × B torque due to beam-induced
radial plasma current [27]. This current originates from a relative dis-
placement of the electron and fast ions created when a neutral beam atom
is ionized. While electrons will mainly remain bound to the flux surfaces,
fast ions exhibit significant drifts off the flux surfaces.
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To quantify the NBI torque, a convenient form of the momentum conser-
vation equation Eqn. (2.2) is obtained by multiplying v with the continuity
equation Eqn. (2.1) and subtracting it from Eqn. (2.2).

mn
∂

∂t
v +mn (v · ∇) v = nZe (E + v × B) −∇p−∇ · π+ R (2.8)

The toroidal component of Eqn. (2.8) is obtained by taking the dot
product with êϕ and then averaging it over the magnetic flux surface.
The resulting equation is further simplified by the fact that the convec-
tive derivative term vanishes when it is averaged over the magnetic flux
surface, ⟨v · ∇⟩v = 0, due to incompressible flow. The simplified toroidal
momentum conservation equation for ion can be written as [27]

mini

∂

∂t
⟨vϕ⟩+ ⟨∇ · πi · êϕ⟩ =

1
c
⟨j · ∇ψ⟩+ ⟨R · êϕ⟩ (2.9)

where πi is the ion viscous stress tensor and R = Rif + Ref is the sum of
collisional momentum transport rate from fast ions to plasma ions and
electrons. The radial current due to fast ions, jf, is canceled by a radial
current, j, flowing in the bulk plasma to satisfy the flux surface averaged
Maxwell’s equation, ⟨j · ∇ψ⟩ = −⟨jf · ∇ψ⟩. The collisional momentum
transport rate on plasma ions and electrons can be expressed in terms of
fast ions using the momentum conservation Rif + Ref = −(Rfi + Rfe).
Therefore, the right-hand side of Eqn. (2.9) can be written as [27]

τNBI = −
1
c
⟨jf · ∇ψ⟩− ⟨(Rfi + Rfe) · êϕ⟩ (2.10)

The toroidal torque from NBI, τNBI, is determined by the collisional
forces on fast ions, Rfi + Rfe, and the radial fast ion current, jf, which can
be calculated using the fast ion distribution function from the drift kinetic
equation. The flux surface averaged fast ion current density and friction
forces are defined as the following [27].
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⟨jf · ∇ψ⟩ = ef

〈 ∫
d3v vd · ∇ψf

〉
(2.11)

Rfi + Rfe =

∫
d3v mfvCff−1 (2.12)

where vd is the guiding center drift velocity, Cf is the collision cross-
section, f is the fast ion distribution function, and f−1 is the lowest order
distribution function in expansion of δ, f = f−1 + f0 + f1 + · · · .

The beam-generated fast ions can be injected into either trapped or
untrapped orbits. For fast ions injected into trapped orbits, the lowest
order of the fast ion distribution function averaged over a bounce period
is independent of the poloidal angle, θ, and the bounce arc length, σ, due
to the continuity at the turning points. Therefore, the resulting torque
is time-independent, corresponding to the prompt torque observed in
experiments after NBI is applied [27].

To calculate the torque input from fast ions injected into untrapped
orbits, a time-dependent fast ion distribution function is used. In this
case, the fast ion birth rate varies with time instead of following a simple
step function. This results in a transient increase in the NBI torque input.
The system approaches a steady state exponentially within a few slowing-
down times, corresponding to the gradually increasing torque observed
in experiments [27].

The mechanisms of NBI torques are well understood and can be effec-
tively modeled by analysis codes such as NUBEAM [28]. NUBEAM is
a computational model to calculate NBI power deposition, driven radial
current, momentum transfer, fueling and other effects on plasmas [28],
and is integrated in the transport analysis code TRANSP (see Appendix
A for details about TRANSP). Figure 2.1 shows the various NBI torques
calculated using the NUBEAM module in TRANSP for a representative
discharge in this thesis, with both co- and counter-NBI.
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Figure 2.1: NBI torques deposition profile for DIII-D discharge #193082, calculated
using NUBEAM module in TRANSP

2.3 Classical and Neoclassical Transport
Collisions and gyro-motions produce net fluxes of particle, heat, and
momentum across the magnetic field lines. Classical transport theory is
developed based on the fluid theory to study the transport due to collisions
and gyro-motions for a cylindrical plasma with an axial magnetic field and
axial currents. Neoclassical transport theory includes the consideration
of the poloidal asymmetry effects when a cylindrical plasma is deformed
into a torus [29].

For a source-free, steady-state plasma with isotropic pressure, the
momentum conservation equation Eqn. (2.2) is reduced to [29]

∇p = nZe(E + v × B) + R1 (2.13)

For a cylindrical plasma, classical cross-field particle transport, ΓCr , can
be obtained from the poloidal component of Eqn. (2.13), with ∂p/∂θ = 0
and Eθ = − 1

r
∂Φ/∂θ = 0 due to the poloidal symmetry [29]
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ΓCr = nvr =
R1
θ

ZeBz

=
mνs,s ′

(ZeBz)2
∂p

∂r
(2.14)

Here, the collisional operator is evaluated as R1
s,θ = −nsmsνs,s ′(vs,θ −

vs ′,θ), and νs,s ′ is the collisional frequency between two species. When the
cylindrical plasma is deformed into an axisymmetric torus, the poloidal
symmetry is lost, which brings back the ∂p/∂θ and ∂Φ/∂θ terms [29]. The
neoclassical cross-field particle transport, ΓNEO

r , can then be derived as

ΓNEO
r = nvr =

R1
θ

ZeBϕ

−
1

ZeBϕ

(1
r

∂p

∂θ
+ nZe

1
r

∂Φ

∂θ

)
= ΓCr + ΓPSr + ΓBP

r

(2.15)

The first term in Eqn. (2.15) corresponds to the classical transport flux
driven by the poloidal collisional friction, as shown in Eqn. (2.14). The
second term represents the neoclassical transport flux due to the toroidal
geometry effect, which is known as Pfirsch–Schlüter (PS) flux [29]. The
Pfirsch–Schlüter flux is derived by including thermal force in the parallel
collisional operator, R1

s,∥ = −nsmsνs,s ′(vs,∥ − vs ′,∥) − ns∇∥Ts [29].

ΓPSr = −
2ϵ2mνs,s ′

(ZeBθ)2

(
∂p

∂r
− n

∂T

∂r

)
(2.16)

where ϵ = a/R is the inverse aspect ratio. The Pfirsch–Schlüter flux
is always present in the plasma due to the toroidal geometry but only
becomes dominant when the particle orbit effects are negligible, which
requires the effective time for small-angle collisional deflection, ϵ(ν90)−1,
that scatters into or out of a trapped particle orbit to be smaller than the
time required for untrapped particle orbit, qR0/vth.

The Pfirsch–Schlüter flux shares many characteristics with the classical
flux. The relative magnitude of the Pfirsch–Schlüter flux and classical flux
is estimated as ΓPSr ≈ 2q2ΓCr . For a typical value of q ≈ 1 at the center
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and q ≈ 3 at the edge, the Pfirsch–Schlüter flux is much larger than the
classical flux and significantly enhances the cross-field transport [29].

The last term represents the neoclassical transport flux due to the con-
tribution of trapped-particles effects in the collisional operator R1, which
is known as the Banana-Plateau (BP) flux [29].

ΓBP
r = −ϵ−

1
2ν

(
mvth

eBθ

)2
∂n

∂r
(2.17)

where ν is the effective collision frequency. The Banana-Plateau flux be-
comes important when the effective scattering time is greater than the
time required to complete a marginally trapped particle orbit, qR0/

√
ϵvth,

in which case the effect of the trapped particle orbit is dominant and is
referred as the Banana regime, as shown in Fig. 2.2. For an effective scatter-
ing time smaller than the time required for a marginally trapped particle
orbit, but larger than the time required for an untrapped particle orbit,
qR0/vth, the effect of the untrapped particle orbit is dominant and is re-
ferred as the Plateau regime, where the magnitude of the Banana-Plateau
fluxes do not depend on collisionality [29], as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Variation of diffusion coefficient with collision frequency for different
transport regimes [4]
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Assume the scattering time is long enough for finishing the trapped
particle orbit, ν∗ = ν90qR0/vth ≪ 1, and the effect of the temperature
gradient is negligible, the relative magnitude of the Banana-Plateau flux
and the classical flux is estimated as ΓBP

r ≈ q2ϵ−
3
2 ΓCr [29].

The classical and neoclassical cross-field momentum transport consist
of a convective component due to the particle flux and a diffusive part
driven by the radial velocity gradient. The radial flux of the toroidal
momentum ΓNC

ϕ can be written as [29]

ΓNC
ϕ = m(ΓCr + ΓPSr + ΓBP

r )vϕ −mnχNC
ϕ

∂vϕ

∂r
(2.18)

where χNC
ϕ is the neoclassical perpendicular viscosity coefficient. The

mechanisms of classical and neoclassical transport are well understood,
and the corresponding transport coefficients can be calculated by analysis
codes such as NEO [30] and NCLASS [31] module in TRANSP.

2.4 Turbulence and Turbulent Transport
In tokamaks, the measured transport is almost always larger than the pre-
diction from the neoclassical transport theory. The excess part is usually
referred to as "anomalous" transport due to the lack of a complete under-
standing. It is widely believed that this anomalous transport is associated
with the small-scale turbulent fluctuations of density, temperature, electric
field, and magnetic field. One of the most frequently discussed mecha-
nisms is that turbulence and turbulent transport result from electrostatic
drift waves, which are introduced in detail in this section.

2.4.1 Drift Waves

Drift waves exist universally in magnetized plasmas and are a dominant
mechanism governing the turbulent transport of particles, energy, and
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momentum across magnetic field lines. Drift wave instabilities can be
driven by gradients in plasma parameters such as density and temperature,
and trapped particle effects [32].

In the presence of radial ion and electron pressure gradients, a magne-
tized plasma develops the corresponding ion and electron diamagnetic
currents in the poloidal direction to maintain the plasma equilibrium,
j × B/c = ∇(pe + pi) [33]. If a small perturbation appears in the ion and
electron pressure gradients, the corresponding ion and electron diamag-
netic currents will respond to this perturbation. This perturbed current is
carried by ions whose guiding center moves in the poloidal direction at the
ion polarization drift velocity associated with the radial electric field. The
resulting perturbations propagate predominantly in the ion and electron
diamagnetic drift directions and are called drift waves [34].

To sustain the plasma quasineutrality, the divergence of the total per-
turbed current must vanish, ∑s∇ · js = 0. Due to the high mobility of
electrons parallel to the magnetic field, a corresponding perturbed par-
allel current is developed. In the absence of dissipation of the parallel
electron motion, the resulting drift wave density fluctuations will be in
phase with the wave plasma potential fluctuations, ñ/n̄ ≈ eΦ̃/kTe. The
resulting time-averaged cross-field convective particle flux is zero, and no
net transport is induced, as shown in Fig. 2.3(a).

If the electrons lose momentum to the background plasma via dissipa-
tion mechanisms such as ion-electron Coulomb collisions, wave-particle
interactions, and collisions with trapped electrons, an out-of-phase addi-
tion, iδ, will be introduced to the electron response, ñ/n̄ ≈ eΦ̃/kTe(1−iδ),
and cause a phase shift relative to the wave plasma potential fluctuations.
In this case, the phase shift produces an imbalance between the upward
and downward convective particle fluxes across the confining magnetic
field. With a positive phase shift, a net plasma transport flux toward lower
density is induced, as shown in Fig. 2.3(b).
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Figure 2.3: Drift wave mechanism showing E × B convection in a nonuniform,
magnetized plasma [33]. (a) Density and potential fluctuations in drift wave
without parallel electron dissipation. (b) Density and potential fluctuations in
drift wave with finite parallel electron dissipation.

The drift wave transport fluxes universally exist for different regimes of
plasma collisionality and various confinement geometries [33]. Figure 2.3
describes the development of density gradient driven turbulent transport
in an isothermal plasma. This analogy can also be applied to a temperature
gradient driven turbulent transport in an inhomogeneous plasma.

The electrostatic drift wave kinetic dispersion relation for multiple
charged species with Maxwellian distribution is [32]

D (k,ω) =
∑
s

nse
2
s

Ts

[
1 −

〈 ωω∗
s(ϵs)

ω−ωD,s − k∥v∥
J2

0

〉]
(2.19)

where ⟨ ⟩ is an average over the Maxwellian distribution, J0 is the Bessel
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function, and the density and temperature gradients are included in [32]

ω∗
s (ϵs) =

kyTs

esn0,sB

(
∂n0,s
∂r

)[
1 + ηs

(
ϵs −

3
2

)]
(2.20)

and
ϵs =

msv
2

2Ts
(2.21)

ηs =
1
Ts

∂Ts

∂r

/ 1
n0,s

∂n0,s
∂r

=
Ln,s
LT ,s

(2.22)

Here, Ln,s is the density gradient scale length and LT ,s is the temper-
ature gradient scale length. The wave-particle resonance is determined
by the denominator ω − k∥v∥ = ωD,s, where the guiding center drift
frequencyωD,s can be written as [32]

ωD,s =
kyTs

esBR

(
msv

2
⊥

2Ts
+
msv

2
∥

Ts

)
(2.23)

Using the quasilinear approach, the various plasma parameters in the
fluid equations are written as a time-independent equilibrium solution
plus a first-order fluctuation. The expression for the flux surface averaged
particle transport arising from electrostatic drift wave turbulence is [32]

Γ turb
s =

1
A

∫
ñsvE×B · dA (2.24)

In a cylindrical model, assuming the dissipation term is small, the
particle flux can be calculated using Eqn. (2.24)

Γ turb
s = −L2

n,sγ
〈( ñs

n0,s

)2 〉∂n0,s
∂r

= χturb
s

∂n0,s
∂r

(2.25)

where γ = δω∗ is the linear growth rate of the drift wave, ñs is the density
fluctuation, and χturb

s is the turbulent diffusion coefficient [32].
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The typical procedures to theoretically study drift wave driven tur-
bulent transport begin first with identifying the conditions for which
kind of instabilities will be unstable, then calculating the linear growth
rate, and finally estimating the density saturation fluctuation level and its
corresponding transport coefficients [32]. If the density saturation fluctua-
tions are experimentally measured, the corresponding turbulent transport
fluxes can be estimated using Bohm or gyro-Bohm scaling, depending on
the spatial scale of the turbulence.

There are many types of drift wave instabilities existing in tokamak
plasmas, such as ion temperature gradient modes (ITG), trapped electron
modes (TEM), drift Alfven modes, thermal instabilities, electron tem-
perature gradient modes, and drift resistive ballooning modes. For the
purpose of relevance, two main long-wavelength electrostatic drift wave
instabilities in plasmas, ITG and TEM, are discussed in this thesis.

2.4.2 Ion Temperature Gradient Modes

The ion temperature gradient modes are considered as a dominant drift
wave instability that causes the observed anomalous ion transport in toka-
mak plasmas. ITGs are expected to propagate along the ion diamagnetic
direction and become unstable above a certain ion temperature gradient.
Assume k∥vth,i/ωD,i → 0 , the critical temperature gradient to destabilize
ITG modes can be estimated by [32]

ηcrit =

(
Ln,i
LT ,i

)
crit

=
4
3
Ln

R

(
1 +

Ti

Te

)(
1 + k2

yρ
2
i

)
(2.26)

Using gyro-Bohm model to estimate the heat diffusivity of the ITG
mode with k⊥ρi = 2 and χITGi can be expressed as [32]

χITGi =
5
4

( 1
RLTi

) 1
2
(
ρiTe

eiB

)
(2.27)
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ITGs can be suppressed by the E× B shear and magnetic shear [32, 10,
35]. The spatial structure of the turbulence is a convective vortex cell. A
sheared flow would tilt and distort the vortexes. For example, a poloidal
sheared flow would elongate the vortex cell in the poloidal direction and
shorten its radial width. Since the ITG transport rate is proportional to the
radial correlation length, distortion due to sheared flow would reduce the
transport. The E× B shearing rate can be written as [32]

ωE×B =
RBθ

Bϕ

∂

∂r

(
Er

RBθ

)
(2.28)

The ITG transport can be significantly reduced when the E×B shearing
rate is comparable or greater than the maximum linear growth rate of the
mode spectrum, γITG

max. This effect can be expressed by multiplying a E×B
shear suppression factor [32]

FITGs (ωE×B) =
(

1 +
(
ωE×B/γ

ITG
max

)2)−1
(2.29)

A similar suppression factor G(Sm) = S−1.8
m is also introduced to the

suppressed transport rate due to magnetic shear [32]

Sm =
r

q

dq

dr
(2.30)

Therefore, the effective transport rate can be written as [32]

χITG,eff
i = G(Sm)FITGs (ωE×B)χ

ITG
i (2.31)

The stabilization effects of E× B shear and magnetic shear have been
experimentally demonstrated, showing a reduction in the turbulent heat
diffusivity with increasing E× B shear and magnetic shear [36, 37]. This
mechanism plays a crucial role in the self-regulating behavior of turbulence
and contributes to the formation of transport barriers during the L-H
transition.
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2.4.3 Trapped Electron Modes

The most important electron drift instability, characterized by k⊥cs ⩽

Ωi, are the trapped electron modes, arising from trapped particle orbits.
TEMs diverge into collisionless and dissipative branches based on electron
dynamics. The collisionless TEM occurs when the collisionality is smaller
than the bounce frequency, while the dissipative TEM occurs when the
collisionality is sufficiently high, where trapped particles scatter out of
orbits before reaching a turning point, becoming passing particles. Both
collisionless and dissipative TEMs are expected to propagate in the electron
diamagnetic direction [32].

In comparison with ITG, the electron heat diffusivity of dissipative
TEM with k ≈ 1/ρi using mixing length estimates can be written as [32]

χTEMe =
ftrηeρ

2
iω

∗2
e (νe/ϵ)

ω∗2
e + (νe/ϵ)2 (2.32)

where ftr = (2ϵ/(1 + ϵ))1/2 is the fraction of well-trapped particles, νe is
the plasma collisionality, ρi is the ion gyroradius, and other parameters
are introduced in Eqn. (2.20)−(2.22).

TEM-driven long-wavelength turbulence is coupled to the ITG modes,
and it is suppressed by the E×B sheared flow and magnetic shear through
similar mechanisms. Therefore, the effective transport rate of TEMs can
be expressed as [32]

χTEM,eff
e = G(Sm)FITGs (ωE×B)χ

TEM
e (2.33)

where the E× B shear suppression factor, FITGs , and the magnetic shear
suppression factor, G(Sm), are the same as those for the ITG modes.

ITGs and TEMs are typically the most important instabilities in present-
day laboratory tokamak plasmas, especially in the core regions where
r/a ⩽ 0.9. Discriminating them enables us to study their respective effects
on turbulent transport, rotation, and confinement. However, the differ-
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entiation between ITG and TEM is often difficult because they usually
coexist in the same range of spatial scale around 0.1 < k⊥ρi < 1. Sev-
eral approaches can be used to identify the dominant instability, such as
gyrokinetic simulations, transport analysis, spatiotemporal turbulence
characteristics, and phase velocity estimation.

2.4.4 Momentum Transport and Reynolds Stress

The principle mechanism of electrostatic drift wave turbulence and its
driven heat transport are discussed in the previous sections. Early theory
and experiments suggest that turbulent momentum transport is strongly
correlated with turbulent heat transport. Simultaneous profile measure-
ments of the ion temperature and toroidal rotation during unbalanced
neutral beam injection in TFTR show that the turbulent momentum diffu-
sivity and heat diffusivity are comparable in magnitude and vary similarly
with temperature and current [38].

However, later experiments reveal the existence of intrinsic rotation
with observations of rotation profiles that are not determined solely by
the momentum diffusivity and external momentum input [39]. The dis-
covery of intrinsic rotation suggested that there must be an off-diagonal,
non-diffusive component in the turbulent momentum transport. To fur-
ther discuss this problem, we can start with the radial flux of toroidal
momentum Γ turb

ϕ generated by turbulence-driven density and velocity
fluctuations, from Eqn. (2.7).

Γ turb
ϕ (r) = mini(r)⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩+mivϕ(r)⟨ñiṽr⟩+mi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩ (2.34)

where the first term ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ is the toroidal Reynolds stress, the second term
⟨ñiṽr⟩ is the turbulent convection of toroidal momentum, and the third
term ⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩ represents the nonlinear processes such as mode-mode
coupling and turbulence spreading [40].
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The toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ is expected to be the dominant con-
tribution to the total turbulent momentum flux. A further decomposition
of the toroidal Reynolds stress is derived from the ion transport matrix for
particle, heat and momentum fluxes [40, 41]

⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ = −χturb
ϕ

∂vϕ(r)

∂r
+ Vturb

pinchvϕ(r) + Π
Res
ϕ (2.35)

where χturb
ϕ is the turbulent momentum diffusivity or viscosity, Vturb

pinch

is the momentum pinch velocity, and ΠRes
ϕ is the residual stress. The

poloidal Reynolds stress can be expressed in a similar way as ⟨ṽrṽθ⟩ =

−χturb
θ

∂vθ(r)
∂r

+ Vturb
pinchvθ(r) + Π

Res
θ .

The diffusive term in Reynolds stress is proportional to the velocity
gradient and therefore vanishes when the rotation profile is flat [40]. Two
non-diffusive terms contribute to the Reynolds stress. The first is momen-
tum pinch, which is driven by thermodynamic forces and proportional
to the velocity. This term vanishes when the rotation is near zero. The
second is residual stress, which is independent of the velocity gradient
or the velocity itself [40]. Notably, both momentum pinch and residual
stress are considered as off-diagonal terms in the transport matrix.

The turbulent viscosity χϕ in the diffusive term can be estimated from
the ion thermal diffusivity χi for drift wave turbulence. Theory and simu-
lations predict that near the ITG marginality where transport is dominated
by the resonant scattering of slightly suprathermal ions with s = ω/k∥vthi,
the relation between χϕ and χi can be expressed as [40]

χϕ

χi
≈ ⟨s2⟩

1 + ⟨s2⟩/2 + ⟨s4⟩/2 (2.36)

where the ⟨ ⟩ average is to be taken over the mean distribution function. The
ratio of χϕ and χi is called the Prandtl number. Theory and simulations
predict that the Prandtl number will be close to unity at ITG or TEM
dominated core plasma [40, 42, 43]. Experimental measurement of χϕ is
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consistent with theory prediction and shows that the Prandtl number is
between 0.7 − 2.0 at TFTR [38] and 0.7 − 1.2 at ASDEX-U [44].

The momentum pinch is described by a physical model of the turbulent
equipartition (TEP) of plasma angular momentum [40, 45, 46]. There are
two mechanisms that contribute to the TEP pinch. The first mechanism
is closely related to the localization of turbulence within regions of unfa-
vorable magnetic curvature. In the case of turbulence with a ballooning
structure, the magnitude of this pinch is inversely proportional to the
major radius and becomes stronger toward the magnetic axis [26].

The second mechanism is derived from the translation of angular mo-
mentum to linear momentum in the presence of radially varying inertia
density in toroidal geometry [46]. In general, the angular momentum can
be written as Lϕ = λ−1Pϕ, where λ−1 is related to the effective moment
of inertia and is an increasing function of the minor radius due to the
toroidal effects. With the inertia density decreasing toward the magnetic
axis, when the momentum is homogenized by turbulence, the toroidal
velocity of the plasma in regions with smaller moments of inertia has to
be accelerated to maintain the angular momentum conservation [46].

These TEP pinch effects cause a peaking of toroidal rotation in the core
regardless of the rotation direction. A physical model of the TEP pinch
has been developed [45], and the pinch velocity can be expressed as [46]

VTEP = 2χϕ
(
−
F+ ϵr/a

R

)
(2.37)

and
F =

⟨|ṽr|2(cosθ+ Smsinθ)⟩
⟨|ṽr|2⟩

(2.38)

Here, F represents the poloidal asymmetry of the turbulence magni-
tude. F = 0 corresponds to poloidally symmetric flute-like turbulence
intensity and F ∼ 1 corresponds to turbulence with a strongly outward
ballooning structure [46].
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Other theoretical models for the pinch term include mechanisms like
thermoelectric velocity, arising from ion thermal effects associated with
ion temperature fluctuations [45], and the coupling between density and
parallel flow velocity due to the Coriolis drift [47]. Experimental studies
were conducted at ASDEX-U to extract momentum transport coefficients
from NBI modulation experiments [48]. The pinch number, defined as
−RVpinch/χϕ, has been found to lie between 0.5 and 4. Similar experi-
ments at JT-60U, using the transient momentum transport analysis, reveal
that the pinch velocity increases radially from near-zero at the magnetic
axis to −20 m/s at the separatrix in a standard H-mode plasma [49]

In the last term of Eqn. (2.35), the residual stress ΠRes
ϕ is defined as

the part of the Reynolds stress that is independent of the toroidal velocity
and its gradient. A more detailed discussion of the residual stress and the
resulting intrinsic torque is presented in the following section.

2.5 Residual Stress and Intrinsic Torque
Diffusive and convective terms in the toroidal Reynolds stress can alter the
shape of the rotation profile but not produce net momentum. The residual
stress, on the other hand, acts as a momentum source and drives intrinsic
rotation. From a theoretical perspective, residual stress is a necessary
consequence of the wave-particle momentum exchange. In this process,
turbulence acts like an intermediary to produce toroidal torque from the
radial force driven by ∇Ti or ∇Pi, analogous to a heat engine [26].

This heat engine paradigm is developed to explain plasma flows gen-
erated by heat flux driven turbulence via turbulent residual stress [19].
The underlying physics of the residual stress is governed by the resonant
and non-resonant turbulent transport acting in the presence of broken
parallel reflection symmetry [40]. The following derivations focus on the
non-resonant or ’wave’ contribution.
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For a source-free plasma where the momentum transport is dominated
by turbulence-driven Reynolds stress, Eqn. (2.7) can be reduced to [40]

mn̄
∂

∂t
⟨v̄ϕ⟩ = −

∂

∂r
mn̄

(
−χϕ

∂vϕ(r)

∂r
+ Vpinchvϕ(r) + Π

Res
ϕ

)
(2.39)

ΠRes
ϕ =

∫
dk vgrk∥N (2.40)

where ΠRes
ϕ is the net radial flux of parallel wave momentum, vgr is the

turbulence group velocity, k∥ is the parallel wavenumber, and N(x, k, t) is
the particle population density from the standard wave-kinetic equations.
Linearizing the wave kinetic equations yields the population response and
thus Eqn. (2.40) can be written as [40]

ΠRes
ϕ =

∫
dk vgrk∥τc

[
kθ⟨vE×B⟩ ′

∂⟨N⟩
∂kr

− vgr
∂⟨N⟩
∂r

]
(2.41)

where τc is the correlation time for population response, and ⟨vE×B⟩ ′ =
∂⟨vE×B⟩/∂r is the electric field shear modulation.

Equation (2.41) shows that the net residual stress is driven by the
particle population gradients in both kr and r. The radial wavenumber
gradient of the population density, ∂⟨N⟩/∂kr, induces a stress via shearing
when the turbulence group velocity changes with respect to the radial
wave number, kθ∂vgr/∂kr ̸= 0. For drift waves, this term can be estimated
as kθ∂vgr/∂kr ≃ −2k2

θρ
2
sv∗/(1 + k2

⊥ρ
2
s)

2, which indicates that kθ and kr
have even contributions in the generation of this stress. The dependence
on the diamagnetic flow v∗ suggests that this term can change its sign with
different turbulence modes such as ITG and TEM [40].

The radial gradient of the population density, ∂⟨N⟩/∂r, induces an
inward radiative diffusive flux of wave momentum, which can be either
co-current or counter-current direction, depending on the sign of k∥. This
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radiative diffusive flux can be also written in the form of −Dr∂⟨P∥⟩/∂r,
where ⟨P∥⟩ = k∥∂⟨N⟩/∂r is the parallel wave momentum density, and
Dr ∼ v

2
grτc is the quanta diffusivity [40]. The radial gradient of the residual

stress works effectively as a local internal toroidal momentum source,
referred to as the intrinsic torque [40]

τintrinsic = −
∂

∂r

(
mn̄ΠRes

ϕ

)
(2.42)

In conclusion, residual stress is governed by the underlying turbulence
and is a complicated function of the gradients of density, temperature,
pressure, and current. The theoretical interpretation and analytical ex-
pression of the residual stress have been discussed. Relevant experimental
studies are summarized in the following sections to present the current
understanding of this subject.

2.5.1 Quantification of Intrinsic Torque

Previous experiments successfully demonstrated the existence of intrinsic
torque by studying the change in rotation profile during L-H transitions in
ohmic plasmas [50], modulating NBI to apply transient momentum trans-
port analysis [48], and performing torque scan with co and counter neutral
beams [18]. However, decoupling the three components in Reynolds stress
is very difficult and one can argue that the observed rotation profile that
can be explained by certain momentum diffusivity can also be explained
by pinch, residual stress, or the combination of those terms.

To address this issue, experiments at DIII-D with unbalanced beam
torque have achieved a near-zero flat toroidal rotation profile using 2
counter and 1 co-beam [18]. As depicted in Fig. 2.4(a), a flat rotation
profile is observed, resulting in zero velocity and velocity gradient across
the entire radial profile. In such cases, both the diffusive flux and the
momentum pinch vanish, leaving only the residual stress.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Rotation and (b) the effective intrinsic torque profiles that are
inferred differently based on the level and nature of anomalous fast ion transport:
no anomalous fast ion diffusion (red), flat anomalous fast ion diffusion (green),
and flat diffusion including additional non-ambipolar j× B torque (brown) [18]

Since the plasma is stationary with a non-evolving rotation profile, the
net external momentum source from NBI must be counter-balanced by the
internal momentum source generated by residual stress. In other words, a
nonuniform residual stress produces an effective intrinsic torque in the
co-Ip direction, with a magnitude equivalent to that of one beam [18].

Figure 2.4(b) demonstrates the effective intrinsic torque derived from
the momentum balance between NBI driven flux and turbulent momen-
tum flux. The torque profile of the neutral beam is calculated based on
classical fast ion transport assumptions. The green and red curves repre-
sent different methods of calculating anomalous fast ion transport, while
the brown curve includes additional considerations of the j× B torque. In
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all scenarios, the derived intrinsic torque peaks at the plasma edge. This
observation is consistent with theoretical predictions that residual stress
is driven by strong edge gradients in the E × B velocity, resulting from
parallel wavenumber symmetry breaking [18].

2.5.2 Correlation Between Rotation and Turbulence

The previous section has convincingly demonstrated the existence of intrin-
sic rotation in tokamak plasmas. This section investigates the correlation
between intrinsic rotation and the underlying turbulence by studying an
intriguing phenomenon observed in different devices called rotation rever-
sal [51]. This rotation reversal refers to the change in the sign of rotation
across specific critical plasma parameters in ohmic L-mode plasmas.

For instance, in divertor configurations, the core rotation shifts from co-
current to counter-current as it crosses a critical density threshold, leading
to a rotation reversal during density ramp-up [52]. Similarly, rotation
reversal also appears while changing the plasma current, in which case
the rotation is counter-current at low plasma current and co-current at high
plasma current [53]. Additionally, an increase in the toroidal magnetic
field beyond a certain magnitude induces rotation reversal as well, with
counter-current rotation at high BT and co-current rotation at low BT [53].

All these critical plasma parameters are linked to plasma collisionality
and coincide with the critical collisionality for the transition between linear
ohmic confinement (LOC) and saturated ohmic confinement (SOC) [53].
The LOC-SOC transition is characterized by an increase in thermal energy
confinement time with rising density until it reaches a saturation point,
as shown in Fig. 2.5(a). This well-known plasma phenomenon has been
extensively studied in many tokamaks [14, 54, 55, 56, 57].

Rotation reversals are consistently observed during the LOC-SOC tran-
sition [14], as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). Since there is no external momentum
source, this change in rotation direction must be attributed to the plasma
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Figure 2.5: Observation of the LOC-SOC transition during a density ramp-up
discharge with exclusive ohmic heating at DIII-D. (a) Energy confinement time,
derived from the measured plasma profiles using TRANSP, alongside a time
history of plasma density (shown in the lower right plot). (b) Carbon rotation
gradient scale length at mid-radius [14]

itself. Considering that variations in turbulence viscosity χϕ and momen-
tum pinch Vpinch can only modify the profile shape but not produce net
toroidal momentum, this observation strongly suggests a substantial shift
in the residual stress and intrinsic torque in response to the changing
plasma confinement regime.

Experiments at DIII-D utilize a slow density ramp-down across the
narrow density range where both the LOC-SOC transition and rotation
reversal occur. The results show that, at the beginning of the density ramp-
down, toroidal rotation within ρ < 0.6 is in the counter-current direction
with a hollow profile, corresponding to the SOC regime. As the density
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continues to decrease, the core rotation reverses its direction to co-current
with a flat profile, corresponding to the LOC regime. Additional electron
heating is applied at the end of the density ramp-down, which drives
the core rotation profile further toward the co-current direction. This
alteration in the rotation profile correlates with the confinement regime
transition from SOC to LOC [14].

The explanation is that ohmic heating and electron cyclotron heating
(ECH) directly heat electrons and indirectly heat ions. At low density, the
ions and electrons are thermally decoupled, and the majority of power
flows through the electron transport channel. Because TEMs are dominant
at low density, electron energy confinement is poor compared to ion energy
confinement. When density increases, a larger fraction of power flows
through the ion transport channel because the energy exchange between
electrons and ions is proportional to n2

e(Te − Ti)/T
3/2
e . Since ions have

better energy confinement, the stored energy increases when more and
more power goes to ions [14]. The saturated energy confinement happens
when sufficient energy flows through ions and eventually gives rise to ITG
modes, which induces stiff ion and electron thermal transport [14].

Linear GYRO simulations were performed to identify the dominant
turbulence mode during the LOC-SOC transition. As shown in Fig. 2.6(d),
a mixture of ITG (blue) and TEM (red) is observed at high density, where
ITG is the dominant instability but has a decreasing fraction as the radius
increases. Figure 2.6(e) shows that as density drops, the TEM growth
rate increases and becomes the dominant instability because the decreas-
ing collisionality favors TEM. Figure 2.6(f) shows that when additional
ECH is applied, ITGs completely disappear and TEMs dominate the en-
tire k-spectrum [14]. The shift in the dominant turbulence mode could
potentially explain the observed rotation reversal, as theory suggests that
residual stress can change sign if the propagation direction of the underly-
ing turbulence changes [40].
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the linear turbulence spectrum. Growth rate and fre-
quency of the most unstable mode (a),(d) from 1705 ms at high density with ITG
modes, (b),(e) from 3305 ms at low density with mostly TEMs, and (c),(f) from
3705 ms at low density with ECH and all TEMs. Ion direction modes are negative
frequency (blue) and electron direction modes are positive frequency (red) [14]

Experimental evidence from other tokamaks also indicate that ion
turbulence is predominant in the SOC regime and electron turbulence
dominates in the LOC regime [57]. These observations suggest that, for
LOC-SOC transition, the energy confinement is related to the change
of the dominant instability, and rotation reversal is associated with the
turbulence-driven residual stress generated by different turbulence modes.
These observations and simulation results motivate the experimental de-
sign implemented in this thesis work. Various combinations of NBI and
ECH are applied to alter the ion and electron heat fluxes, which changes
the mixture of turbulence modes and thereby the resulting intrinsic torque.
This approach is used to investigate the relationship between turbulence
and flow generation.
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2.5.3 Edge Momentum Source from the Residual Stress

To the best of our knowledge, no direct measurement of turbulent stresses
and the resultant intrinsic torque in the tokamak plasma core has been
achieved so far. Nevertheless, dedicated experiments have been performed
in the Controlled Shear Decorrelation Experiment (CSDX) for cylindrical
laboratory plasmas to quantify the turbulent Reynolds stress and investi-
gate the relationship between turbulence and flow generation [58].

In this study, turbulent viscosity is expressed in terms of the radial
velocity fluctuation, ṽr, and the turbulence correlation time, τc, with χθ =

⟨ṽ2
r⟩τc. Assuming the convection pinch vanishes due to the azimuthal

symmetry of plasma and the uniform magnetic field along the z-direction
in a cylindrical configuration, the residual stress can be derived as [58]

ΠRes
θ = ⟨ṽrṽθ⟩+ ⟨ṽ2

r⟩τc
∂vθ(r)

∂r
(2.43)

All terms in Eqn. (2.43) are measured in experiments. A 2D array of
Langmuir probes is applied to measure the fluctuating plasma density,
potential, and electric field. Turbulence characteristics and velocity fields
are derived from the time-delay cross-correlation of the fluctuating quan-
tities [59]. The measured Reynolds stress is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The
nonuniform Reynolds stress profile results from the radial variations in
the turbulence intensity and the cross-phase relationship between radial
and azimuthal velocity fluctuations.

Using the measured quantities in Fig. 2.7(a)−(d), a finite residual
stress is identified, which locates at the plasma boundary, peaks at r ∼ 3.5
cm, and changes sign near r = 4.0 cm, as shown in Fig. 2.7(e). The opposite
signs indicate that the turbulent residual stress can act as both an energy
sink and an energy source for the mean flow. This measured residual
stress is validated by reconstructing the velocity profile via momentum
balance equation and comparing it with the experimental measurement.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Radial profiles of the mean density, (b) measured total azimuthal
Reynolds Stress ΠRS

θ , (c) mean-squared radial turbulent velocity ⟨ṽ2
r⟩ (black)

and correlation time τC (red), (d) diffusive momentum flux −⟨ṽ2
r⟩τC

∂vθ(r)
∂r , (e)

residual stress ΠRes
θ , (f) mean azimuthal flow ⟨Vθ⟩ measured from experiment

(black) and calculated from momentum conservation (red) at CSDX [58]

Figure 2.7(f) shows the reconstructed azimuthal velocity profile based
on the measured residual stress, which shows good agreement with the
experimental measurement.

Notably, turbulence stresses and toroidal flows within the separatrix
of a tokamak H-mode plasma have been measured using a reciprocating
multitip Langmuir probe at DIII-D [60]. Figure 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) show
the toroidal momentum density near the separatrix. A strong co-current
rotation layer is identified at the separatrix, followed by the development
of co-current intrinsic rotation in the core. The measured Reynolds stress
is effectively zero outside the separatrix and increasingly positive toward
the inner region of the plasma [60], as shown in Fig. 2.8(c) and 2.8(d).
However, these measurements have limited radial coverage, providing
no data inside ρ = 0.98. The known Reynolds stress imposes a counter-
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current torque onto the plasma core, which is in clear contradiction with
the observed co-current core rotation development [60].

These findings provide valuable insights into the intricate structure
of turbulent Reynolds stress and the resulting intrinsic torque. It is note-
worthy that measuring turbulent stresses with Langmuir probes presents
challenges due to their limited penetration depth and potential risk of
perturbing the plasma. Therefore, in this research, we propose the use
of spectroscopy diagnostics to measure fluctuation quantities, which are
non-perturbing and offer extensive radial coverage.

Figure 2.8: Edge profiles of (a),(b) the toroidal momentum density, (c),(d) the
measured Reynolds stress, and (e),(f) the convective momentum flux in co-
current NBI heated (left) and ECH heated (right) plasmas [60]
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3 devices, diagnostics and analysis techniques

This chapter describes the tokamak device, diagnostic tools, and analysis
techniques that are used in this thesis to study the various momentum
transport mechanisms and the generation of intrinsic rotation. This chapter
is structured as follows. An overview of the DIII-D tokamak is given in
Section 3.1. The major diagnostic tools, Beam Emission Spectroscopy
(BES) and Ultra-fast Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (UF-
CHERS), are introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, including diagnostic
hardware, noise-handling, and data processing.

These two sections also provide a comprehensive explanation of the
analysis techniques utilized to characterize turbulence and calculate the
turbulence-driven Reynolds stress. Radial and poloidal velocity fluctua-
tions, ṽr and ṽθ, are inferred by BES velocimetry analysis, as demonstrated
in Subsection 3.2.4. Toroidal velocity fluctuation, ṽϕ, is derived from
UF-CHERS data, as described in Subsection 3.3.2.

3.1 DIII-D
The DIII-D tokamak was commissioned in 1986 and upgraded from the
Doublet III device [61]. It is designed to explore the benefits of noncircular
plasma cross-section. Many field-shaping coils are employed to enable
precise control of the plasma shape. DIII-D also provides flexible divertor
configurations, facilitating the study of various plasma scenarios including
limited, single-null divertor, and double-null divertor discharges [61].

A cross-section of the DIII-D tokamak, including contours of the flux
surface of a representative lower single-null plasma, is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Major components such as toroidal and poloidal field coils, field-shaping
coils, and cryopumps are highlighted. The lower divertor, along with two
upper divertors, is visible in the corners of the plasma chamber.
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Figure 3.1: A cross-section of the DIII-D tokamak with an equilibrium reconstruc-
tion of a single-null discharge [61]

DIII-D has the capability to attain a wide range of plasma conditions
and access various confinement regimes. The major DIII-D device pa-
rameters are presented in Table 3.1 and the range of important plasma
parameters are summarized in Table 3.2. It’s important to note that the
plasma facing components are made of carbon because of their excellent
heat conduction and erosion-resistant properties, but they also introduce
impurities to the plasma. The naturally existing carbon impurities moti-
vate and facilitate the development of carbon emission-based diagnostics
but could also degrade the plasma confinement upon accumulation.
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Table 3.1: DIII-D Characteristic Parameters [61]
Parameter Symbol Value

Plasma major radius R0(m) 1.66
Plasma minor radius a(m) 0.67

Plasma height h(m) 2.8
Plasma elongation κ 1.0 ∼ 2.5

Maximum magnetic field BT (T) 2.2
Maximum plasma current Ip(MA) 2
Plasma initiation voltage V1(V) 3

Fuel gas D, H, He
Wall material Carbon

Wall coating material Boron

Table 3.2: DIII-D Plasma Parameters [61]
Parameter Simultaneous Maximum

Electron temperature Te(keV) 7.5 15
Ion temperature Ti(keV) 18 22
Density ne(×1020m−3) 1.0 3

Normalized density ne/nG 0.6 1.7
Confinement time τE(s) 0.4 0.5

Normalized confinement H89p 4.5 4.5
Plasma current Ip(MA) 2.25 3.0
Stored energyW(MJ) 4.2 4.2

Beta β(%) 6.7 13
Normalized beta βN 3.9 6.0

Fusion product nτT(×1020keV · s ·m−3) 7 7

Various auxiliary heating systems are employed at DIII-D. A set of
four neutral beam injection systems is used to deliver up to 20 MW of
heating power to the plasma at a maximum of 80 keV beam energy. Each
beamline consists of two positive ion sources, labeled as left (L) and right
(R). As shown in Fig. 3.2, the first two beamlines, 30° and 330°, are fixed
on-axis co-injected beams that can deliver 10 MW of power. The third 150°
beamline can be adjusted from 0° to 16.4° away from the horizontal plane
and deliver 5 MW of co-injected power. The last 210° beamline is off-axis
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Figure 3.2: A top view of the four NBI systems in DIII-D [61]. The 150° beamline
is used for BES and UF-CHERS diagnostics. The dashed line for the 210° beamline
indicates that it can rotate to the counter-current direction, which provides the
capability to adjust the net-injected torque.

by 18.4° and can rotate 39° to change from co-injection to counter-injection,
which can be used to control the net injected torque [61].

These features are particularly important and beneficial for rotation
studies. Many experiments in DIII-D employ balanced beams to control
the total injected torque, achieve specific rotation profiles, or conduct
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torque scans. Besides particle fueling, heating and rotation control, NBI
also provides the necessary emission sources for various spectroscopy
diagnostics, including BES and UF-CHERS.

In addition to NBI, a 110-GHz EC frequency power system is available
that can couple up to 3 MW of power at the second harmonic of the electron
cyclotron frequency to the plasma, which is helpful for localized heating,
current drive, and neoclassical tearing mode stabilization [62].

An extensive set of diagnostics is available on DIII-D. More than 50
instruments are designed, operated, and maintained by many groups from
different institutions [61]. The primary diagnostics used for this thesis,
BES and UF-CHERS, are introduced in detail in later sections. Other impor-
tant diagnostics for this thesis include Charge Exchange Recombination
(CER) spectroscopy for ion temperature and toroidal rotation profiles
[63], Thomson scattering diagnostic for electron density and temperature
profiles [64], Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnostic for electron
temperature profiles [65], and magnetic diagnostics for equilibrium re-
construction [66].

3.2 Beam Emission Spectroscopy
The Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) diagnostic was first developed on
TFTR and is now featured on DIII-D and several other tokamaks worldwide
[67, 68, 21, 69, 70]. BES measures spatially localized, long wavelength
density fluctuations with k⊥ρi < 1 at a typical frequency range of 10 ∼ 400
kHz. To cover the desired range of wavenumber and frequency, the DIII-D
BES diagnostic system is designed to achieve a spatial resolution of ∆x ∼ 1
cm and a temporal resolution of ∆t = 1 µs [21].

BES detects the Doppler-shifted Dα emission in the range of 652 to
655 nm, originating from excited deuterium atoms produced by neutral
beam injection during the n = 3 → 2 transition [21]. The Doppler shift
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observed from the fast-moving beam neutrals separates the signal from
the background Dα light. A diagram of BES viewing geometry and major
components is shown in Fig. 3.3. The DIII-D BES light collection optics
are viewing towards the neutral beam, which introduces a blueshift to the
observed neutral beam Dα emissions [21].

Figure 3.3: A diagram of BES viewing geometry and major components [71]

As shown in Fig. 3.3, emission lights are collected by a f/2, 40 cm diam-
eter objective lens and projected onto an array of 64 fiber bundles which
can be reconfigured based on requirements [21]. The optical sightline
is aligned to intersect with the neutral beam at a location nearly tangen-
tial to a magnetic flux surface to provide good spatial resolution in the
radial-poloidal plane. Each BES channel consists of eleven 1-mm optical
fibers arranged in a 4:3:4 configuration (see Fig. 3.15), covering an area of
approximately 2.9 mm horizontally by 4.2 mm vertically on the lens image
plane. The 40-meter fiber bundles then transmit the collected light from
the tokamak to detectors that are located in a separate diagnostic lab.

Within the detector, an optical system collimates, filters (with a 3 nm
bandpass λ0 = 654 nm interference filter), and focuses the light onto PIN
photodiodes which convert theDα light signals into current signals that
vary with beam power and plasma density and are typically on the order
of ∼ 10 nA [21]. These current signals are then converted to voltage signals
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through high-gain low-noise preamplifier circuits, which are further am-
plified by signal conditioning electronics and digitized at a sampling rate
of 1 MHz [72]. The measured photon emission fluctuation is related to
the local plasma density fluctuation by Ĩ/I = Cñ/n, where C is a function
of the neutral beam energy ENBI, plasma density n, electron temperature
Te, ion temperature Ti, and the effective charge Zeff [67]. In the typical
range of plasma density and temperature, this conversion factor has been
calculated to be approximately C ≈ 0.5.

Currently, there are 64 BES channels available at DIII-D, which cover
a wide region of 8 (radial) × 12 (poloidal) cm from the scrape-off layer
(SOL) to the plasma core. The channel arrangement can be customized by
inserting fibers on a flexible 2D motorized fiber-mounting array. This fiber
array can be scanned radially to observe different spatial regions of the
plasma on a shot-to-shot basis [73]. Figure 3.4 illustrates the BES channel
arrangement applied in the DIII-D experiment presented in this thesis.

Figure 3.4: BES and UF-CHERS channel arrangement for DIII-D discharge 193082
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3.2.1 BES Signal and Noise Handling

To accurately process BES data and interpret turbulence measurements,
it is crucial to comprehend the primary noise contamination sources in
the BES signal. These sources include amplifier noise ñamp, photon noise
ñγ, upstream noise ñupstream, and beam noise ñbeam [74]. In general,
the measured BES signal S̃(t) can be expressed as the summation of the
interested turbulence fluctuation signal, f̃, and various noise sources since
they are mutually uncorrelated [74]

S̃(t) = f̃(t) + ñγ(t) + ñamp(t) + ñbeam(t) + ñupstream(t) (3.1)

The amplifier noise and photon noise are incoherent noise. Amplifier
noise, or dark noise, is a type of incoherent noise introduced by the am-
plifier circuit. Thermal motion of the electrons in the feedback resistor
and thermal effects within the amplifier itself result in voltage noise, ṽa,
and current noise, ĩa. Those two effects induce a total noise current of
ĩ = ĩva

+ ĩa, where ĩva
= ṽaCd f and Cd is the photodiode capacitance.

Therefore, the amplifier noise increases with frequency in the power spec-
trum. Another source of the amplifier noise is the flicker noise, which has a
1/f power spectral density dependency and therefore is most pronounced
at low frequencies. Amplifier noise is identified by the auto-power of the
dark measurement, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

Photon noise is a statistical noise associated with the photocurrent pro-
duced at the detector photodiode due to the discrete nature of the photon
flux. The counting of discrete charge carriers follows Poisson statistics.
Photon noise has a uniform power distribution in the frequency space. The
magnitude of photon noise depends on the direct current IDC and band-
width B, with ĨRMS/IDC =

√
2eB/IDC. Due to their incoherent nature,

photon noise and amplifier noise can be largely suppressed by taking the
cross-power between channels, provided that the optical light throughput
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Figure 3.5: Power spectrum of the BES turbulence signal and noise sources col-
lected from DIII-D discharge 193082 at ρ = 0.96 and t = 3.0 − 5.0 s

is sufficiently high to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio. As shown in
Fig. 3.5, the turbulence signal is estimated using the cross-power between
poloidally adjacent channels. The total incoherent noise is estimated as the
difference between the auto-power and the cross-power. The contribution
of photon noise is then identified by subtracting the previously determined
amplifier noise from this total incoherent noise.

The upstream noise and beam noise are coherent noises. Upstream
noise is introduced by the beam attenuation caused by interactions with
plasma ions and electrons as the neutral beam penetrates the plasma. Due
to the time dependence of the plasma density fluctuations, the beam atten-
uation also exhibits a time dependence, proportional to an appropriated
weighted sum of all the plasma density fluctuations in the upstream re-
gions. This modulated beam intensity propagates into the plasma and
can be observed in the downstream regions. The upstream noise can be
identified through correlations between radially distant channels using
two-pair analysis or four-pair analysis [74]. In most cases, the contribution
of upstream noise only becomes significant for channels that are located
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deeper in the plasma radially when strong edge fluctuations are present.
Since the noise spectrum presented is obtained from BES channels near
the edge at ρ = 0.96, upstream noise is not included in the figure.

The beam noise is introduced by fluctuations in the neutral beam den-
sity due to the oscillation of beam power supplies. Capacitance mismatch-
ing in the beam power supplies results in modulation of beam intensity
by two harmonic frequencies at DIII-D, 360 Hz (dominant) and 60 Hz
(subdominant), with ripples that extend up to 50 kHz. The inherent beam
noise can be removed from the raw data through comb-filtering of cer-
tain fundamental frequencies, in which the data at the integer multiples
of fundamental frequencies are replaced by the average power near the
harmonic. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the beam noise is estimated using the
cross-power between channels that are both radially and poloidally distant.
This ensures that they do not share any turbulence signal or upstream
noise, thereby isolating the beam noise.

3.2.2 Spatial Localization of the BES Measurements

The BES system measures the Doppler-shifted Dα light emissions in a 3D
sample volume, which is determined by the intersection of the beamline
and the optical sample volume of the collection optics relative to the mag-
netic geometry. The point spread function (PSF) is used to describe this
spatial localization of the BES measurement and is influenced by various
factors, including the beam sight line geometry, magnetic flux surface ge-
ometry, local magnetic field pitch angle, local plasma density, local beam
density, and atomic transition rates.

The determination of the PSF is essential for a proper interpretation
of the BES data. The measured intensity distribution,M(x), of an optical
system is written as the convolution of the true intensity function (e.g.
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spatial emissivity profile of the plasma), I(x), with the PSF, P(x), [75]

M(x) = I(x) ∗ P(x) (3.2)

where x is the 3D spatial coordinate. The calculation of PSF is simplified
from a 3D problem to a sequence of 2D calculations on successive im-
age planes [75]. Figure 3.6 shows a series of 1D projections of the point
spread functions in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis in the
mid-plane. Multiple image delocalization effects are considered through
convolutions of the image functions. After each convolution, the resulting
image function is normalized to conserve the total light intensity passing
through each circular cross-section [75].

Figure 3.6: (1) Cross sections of magnified fiber image. (2) Convolution of fiber
image with circular cross sections of light cone along optical axis and neutral
beam profile. (3) Convolution of image function with finite lifetime effects. (4)
Point spread function transformation into tokamak geometry [75]

In Fig. 3.6, Trace 1 shows the radial projection of the PSF from the
magnified fiber image, which is obtained through a 2D convolution be-
tween the rectangular image collected by the fiber bundle and the circular
cross-section of the light cone produced by the objective lens [75].
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Trace 2 shows the effects of beam density profile. The neutral beam
at DIII-D has a Gaussian width profile with a vertical Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of 27 cm and a horizontal FWHM of 13 cm. This beam
density profile determines the resulting light intensity at each location
within the plasma [75].

Trace 3 shows the beam smearing effect. The excited beam atoms, which
generate the observed emissions, move a finite distance before decaying
due to their finite excited lifetime and high velocity. This movement results
in spatial delocalization along the direction of beam injection. A multistate
collisional radiative model is applied to estimate this effect [75].

Trace 4 shows the projection of the image function transformed from the
lab frame to the tokamak coordinate. Since turbulence eddies are elongated
along the magnetic field lines, the diagnostic optical axis is angled by about
5° relative to the mid-plane and aligns with the magnetic field pitch angle
to obtain higher spatial resolution of turbulence measurements in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, variations in the q
profile, magnetic field configuration, and measurement’s radial location
may cause slight deviations between the magnetic field pitch angle and the
diagnostic viewline. These variations are compensated by the coordinate
transformation of image functions [75].

Figure 3.7 shows the 2D point spread functions for BES channels at
different radial locations, calculated with experimental measurements
from DIII-D discharge 173400 [76]. The radial and poloidal widths of the
diagnostic sample volume are defined as the nominal FWHM of the PSF
in the corresponding directions. Notably, the radial width is 1.8 cm for
BES, while the ideal fiber image width is 0.9 cm. This radial extension
primarily results from the beam smearing effect. In the poloidal direction,
the PSF FWHM is 1.3 cm for BES, close to the ideal fiber image height of
1.2 cm. These effects impose an upper limit on the wavenumber (k ⩽ 3
cm−1) of the turbulence that BES can measure.
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Figure 3.7: Example of point spread function for BES (upper) and UF-CHERS
(lower) channels on DIII-D [76]

3.2.3 Analysis Techniques

There are two common analysis techniques for BES data, cross-spectral
and cross-correlation analyses. In cross-spectral analysis, the auto-power
spectrum represents the power associated with frequency for a single
channel, denoted as ’a’, and can be expressed as [74]

Pa,a = |F[Ia(t)]|
2 (3.3)

where F represents the Fourier transform. The auto-power spectrum cal-
culated from the Fourier transform of a single measurement typically has
a large statistical error from photon and amplifier noise. To overcome this
problem, the bin-averaging technique based on the central limit theorem
is applied to reduce the uncertainty [74].

The central limit theorem states that for a population with a mean µ
and standard deviation σ, when sufficiently large random samples are
taken from the population with replacement, the distribution of these
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sample means will approximate a normal distribution. This holds true
regardless of the population’s original distribution shape, provided the
sample size is large enough.

Based on this theorem, the bin-averaging technique divides a large data
sequence into many smaller overlapping subsequences of equal length
called bins. For each bin, the auto-power spectrum is calculated using the
Fourier transform. The results from these bins are then averaged, leading
to a more reliable estimate of the power spectrum. With the assumption
of stationarity in data, all subsequent Fourier-transform-determined auto-
power spectra are expected to be identical. Therefore, the average of all
auto-power spectra is equal to the underlying spectrum, but the variance
is greatly reduced due to the central limit theorem. For a sufficiently large
number of binsN, the variance associated with each frequency component
decreases asN−1 [74]. However, as a trade-off, each bin will have a reduced
number of samples. Therefore, the frequency resolution of the resulting
auto-power spectrum will also be reduced.

The cross-power spectrum is defined as the common power shared by
two different channels, ’a’ and ’b’, and can be expressed as [74]

Pa,b = ⟨F[Ia(n∆t)] · F[Ib(n∆t)]∗⟩ (3.4)

where ∗ represents the complex conjugate and ⟨⟩ means averaging over all
bins. The cross-power can be used to calculate additional metrics, such as
coherence γa,b and cross-phase ϕa,b [74]

γa,b(ω) =
|Pa,b(ω)|

[|Pa,a(ω)| · |Pb,b(ω)|]1/2 (3.5)

ϕa,b(ω) = tan−1
[Im(Pa,b(ω))

Re(Pa,b(ω))

]
(3.6)

Coherence represents the fraction of common power in channel ’a’
and channel ’b’. The magnitude of coherence between the most adjacent
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channels typically reflects the strength of turbulence fluctuations, while
the spatial variance of coherence among radially and poloidally separated
channels provides insights into the spatial structure of the turbulence [74].

Cross-phase represents the phase lag between the common power
shared by channel ’a’ and channel ’b’. Since the channel spatial separation
is fixed and the various modes within turbulence move as a packet at the
same speed, modes with higher frequencies have a larger phase lag. There-
fore, the sign and magnitude of the cross-phase slope infer the turbulence
propagation direction and phase velocity. For Pa,b = ⟨F[Ia] · F[Ib]∗⟩, if the
slope of cross-phase is positive, channel ’a’ leads in phase and the propa-
gation direction is a→ b. Vice versa, a negative slope of the cross-phase
indicates that channel ’b’ leads in phase, and the propagation direction is
b→ a [74]. The cross-phase spectrum is particularly important for distin-
guishing turbulence modes since it reflects the magnitude and direction
of turbulence flow in the laboratory frame.

Figure 3.8 provides an example of cross-spectral analysis results from
DIII-D BES data of discharge 193082. In Fig. 3.8(a), the arrangement of the
BES channels is displayed, with BES37 as the reference channel (channel
’a’) and BES29/53/61 as the target channels (channel ’b’). The cross-power
spectrum in Fig. 3.8(b) and the coherence spectrum in Fig. 3.8(c) show a
prominent peak and a maximum coherence of 0.8, suggesting that high-
quality turbulence signals are obtained. The coherence spectrum further
reveals that the frequency range of this turbulence lies between 10 and
150 kHz, which provides important information for the following cross-
correlation and velocimetry analysis.

Finally, in Fig. 3.8(d), the monotonic increasing cross-phase indicates a
downward turbulence propagation in the lab frame, which is the electron
diamagnetic direction based on the magnetic field configuration employed
in this specific plasma. Notably, the presence of cross-phase jumps be-
tween π and −π is a direct consequence of the arctan function and is not
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associated with any changes in the turbulence. In the calculation of turbu-
lence phase velocity using the slope of the cross-phase, this jump between
π and −π is corrected to ensure continuity in the cross-phase.

Figure 3.8: Example of spectral analysis results for DIII-D BES data, including (a)
BES channel arrangement, (b) cross-power, (c) coherence, and (d) cross-phase

Cross-correlation is applied as a more advanced analysis technique
to examine turbulence structures. Correlation coefficient ρa,b(τ) between
two channels measures their similarity as a function of time delay τ. Corre-
lation analysis is applied to estimate the spatiotemporal characteristics of
turbulence, including phase velocities, group velocities, correlation length
Lc, and correlation time τc. The correlation coefficient can be calculated
using the time-delayed correlation function Ca,b(τ) [74]

ρa,b(τ) = ρ(∆x, τ) = Ca,b
[Ca,a(0) · Cb,b(0)]1/2 (3.7)
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where Ca,b can be expressed as the real part of the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the cross-power spectrum [74]

Ca,b(τ) = ⟨Ĩa(t) · Ĩb(t+ τ)⟩ = Re⟨F−1[Pa,b(ω)
]
⟩ (3.8)

The auto correlation at zero time delayCa,a(0) is equal to the total auto-
power, Ca,a(0) =

∑
i Pa,a(ωi). The correlation envelope A[ρ(∆x, τ)] =√

ρ2 +H(ρ)2 is calculated to obtain the total correlation, where H stands
for Hilbert transform [74]. Figure 3.9(a) shows an example of the correla-
tion coefficients and their envelopes. In practice, turbulence parameters
are estimated using correlation results between a reference channel and
multiple spatially separated channels either along the radial or poloidal
direction. The time lag τmax is defined as the time delay where the corre-

Figure 3.9: Example of cross-correlation analysis results for DIII-D BES data,
including (a) correlation coefficients and their envelops, (b) correlation time, (c)
group and phase velocity, and (d) correlation length
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lation coefficient or its envelope is maximized. The corresponding value
of the envelope is called the maximum correlation coefficient Amax.

Turbulence propagation velocity is calculated simply by taking the ratio
of channel separation and time delay τmax, as shown in Fig. 3.9(c). Using
τmax from the correlation function yields phase velocity and using τmax

from the correlation envelope yields group velocity. The correlation length
Lc is defined as the distance where the maximum correlation coefficient
Amax(∆x) falls to 1/e of its original value as channel separation increases
[74], as shown in Fig. 3.9(d). Similarly, the correlation time τc is defined
as the time it takes for the maximum correlation coefficientAmax(τ) to fall
to 1/e as time delay increases, as shown in Fig 3.9(c).

3.2.4 Velocimetry

Velocimetry is applied to density fluctuation images obtained by BES to
derive the 2D turbulent fluctuating velocity field, ṽr and ṽθ, and therefore
the Reynolds Stress. A particular velocimetry technique called orthogonal
dynamic programming (ODP) is used due to its good spatial resolution,
accuracy, and capability to resolve amorphous structures [77]. The ODP
algorithm determines the optimal displacement map between two subse-
quent density fluctuation images and divides it by the time separation to
derive the velocity field.

As shown in Fig. 3.10, two subsequent images I0 and I1 are divided
into parallel overlapping strips. The corresponding strips in two images
are aligned by minimizing the Minkowski distance Ln [77]

Ln =
∑
i,j

|I0(i, j) − I1(i, j)|n (3.9)

where I0(i, j) represents the pixel point at the i-th row and j-th column in
image 0, I1 represents image 1, and n is typically taken to be 1 or 2.
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Figure 3.10: Image slicing and strip alignment to find optimal match [77]

Figure 3.11: Strip configuration at different iterations using ODP [77]

Minimizing the sum of separation distances over all pixels provides
a displacement map (vx(i, j), vy(i, j)) that best matches the two strips.
This displacement map is then used to calculate an initial low spatial
resolution estimate of velocity in the slicing direction. This initial estimate
is applied to deform image 1 to match image 0, resulting in a new image,
I ′1 = I1(i + vx(i, j), j + vy(i, j)). The new image I ′1 and I0 are then sliced
into strips in a direction orthogonal to the first. The same procedures
are repeated along alternating orthogonal directions using progressively
narrower strip widths in each iteration to refine the displacement map
(vx(i, j), vy(i, j)) [77], as shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Ensuring the accuracy of the velocimetry analysis is essential for calcu-
lating the Reynolds stress, which constitutes the primary research objective
of this thesis. To evaluate the performance of the ODP algorithm, synthetic
turbulence images with a prescribed flow field are generated and analyzed
in previous work [78]. The synthetic turbulence images are created to
simulate the experimentally measured broadband turbulence data.

An example of synthetic turbulence images and the inferred velocity
field at a single frame is shown in Fig. 3.12(a), where the red and blue colors
in the background indicate positive and negative density fluctuations, and
the overlaid arrows represent the derived velocities. Figure 3.12(b) shows
the comparison between the estimated flow field and the imposed flow
field. The mean flow and wavenumber are correctly estimated but the
amplitude is slightly underestimated.

The ratio of the estimated velocity to the imposed velocity is defined
as the transfer function in velocimetry analysis [78]. The transfer function
has been extensively investigated using synthetic data. The simulation
results show a strong dependency of the transfer function on both the
turbulence wavenumber kx and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [78].

Figure 3.12: Velocimetry results for (a) synthetic turbulence images with pre-
scribed flow field and (b) time and poloidally averaged flow profile [78]
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Figure 3.13(a) shows that the ODP algorithm has good accuracy at
low kx but rapidly loses sensitivity as kx increases. The sensitivity of the
ODP algorithm on SNR is evaluated at a specific wavenumber of kx = 1.57
cm−1. As shown in Fig. 3.13(b), the ODP algorithm has good performance
when SNR is above 10, degrades significantly when SNR falls below 10,
and eventually becomes completely random at SNR < 1. These results
elucidate the wavenumber limitation (kx ⩽ 2 cm−1) and SNR requirement
(SNR ⩾ 10) for using the velocimetry analysis to infer the fluctuating flow
field induced by turbulence[78].

Figure 3.13: Dependence of the velocimetry-estimated flow amplitude, normal-
ized by the imposed flow, on (a) radial wavenumber kx, and (b) SNR [78]
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To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in BES data, the density fluc-
tuations are filtered to pass the frequency range where the majority of
turbulence data is located at [71]. This frequency range is typically con-
sistent for channels along the poloidal direction but varies across the
radial direction, due to different Doppler shifts from plasma rotations
and variations in the underlying turbulence properties. To determine the
appropriate frequency filter, coherence spectra from cross-power analysis
between poloidally adjacent channels are often used.

To further improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the 2D turbulence im-
ages measured by BES can also be interpolated over space and averaged
over time to suppress spurious displacement vectors and random noise,
introducing the smoothing width and multi-frame factor [78].

The smoothing width defines the number of points in a boxcar smooth-
ing function used in each iteration. A larger smoothing width is more
effective in suppressing spurious displacement vectors but also averaging
out the small spatial structure of the turbulent flow field. Meanwhile, the
multi-frame factor sets the number of images used to estimate a single
flow field. Increasing the multi-frame factor suppresses random noise
but also decreases the spectral resolution by averaging out the velocity
fluctuations at higher frequencies.

The impact of these two important input parameters is investigated
using synthetic data with varying turbulence wavenumber and flow am-
plitudes [78]. To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the ODP results,
two types of errors are characterized, bias error and random error. Bias
error is defined as the discrepancy between the estimated and imposed
flow amplitudes, while random error is defined as the standard deviation
of the estimated flows.

It has been observed that increasing the multi-frame factor in the ve-
locimetry algorithm leads to an increase in bias error but a reduction
in random error [78]. On the other hand, increasing the smoothing
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width initially reduces both bias and random error, but this effect plateaus
for smoothing widths exceeding approximately 1.5 channel widths [78].
These findings provide valuable insights into the optimization of input
parameters for the velocimetry algorithm based on the specific turbulence
characteristics and research objectives.

Figure 3.14 shows an example of real turbulence images with red for
positive and blue for negative density fluctuations [22]. The data is col-
lected from an approximately 5.5 × 7 cm region near the outboard mid-
plane of an L-mode discharge. To illustrate the gradual evolution of the
turbulent eddies and the derived flow field (superimposed arrows), every
fourth original image is displayed. Results show that the evolution of
turbulence eddies is consistent with the derived flow field [22].

Figure 3.14: Turbulence images with superimposed velocity field [22]
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3.3 Ultra-fast Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy

UF-CHERS is a high light throughput, high transmission spectrometer that
measures ion temperature fluctuations and toroidal velocity fluctuations
with a spatial resolution of ∆x ∼ 1 cm and a temporal resolution of ∆t =
1 µs. UF-CHERS observes the Doppler-broadened n = 8 → 7 transition at
λ0 = 529.05 nm of hydrogenic carbons C(5+)∗ [76]. The ion temperature
can be determined from the spectral broadening of the emission lines,
while the toroidal velocity can be extracted from the Doppler shift of the
emission lines. At present, two spatial UF-CHERS channels are installed
in DIII-D, with each spatial channel consisting of eight spectral channels.
The UF-CHERS channel arrangement used in the experiments analyzed
in this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.15: Diagram of the UF-CHERS major components [76]

A diagram of the major components in the UF-CHERS spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 3.15. UF-CHERS shares the same front-end optics with BES
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and uses two 4:3:4 fiber bundles (same as those used by BES) to guide the
light to the spectroscopy lab. Each fiber bundle comprises eleven 1 mm
diameter optical fibers [76]. In total, 22 fibers are stacked radially adjacent
along the input slit, as illustrated in Fig. 3.15.

The collected light from the input fibers is then collimated using a 200-
mm F/2 Nikkor lens onto a volume phase holographic (VPH) transmission
grating laminated between two BK7 glass prisms. The combination of the
grating and prisms is called a "grism", which has an angular dispersion of
72 nm/radian and a linear dispersion of 0.36 nm/mm [76].

The spectrally dispersed light is focused by a second 200-mm F/2
Nikkor lens onto a rectangular output fiber bundle consisting of 8 (columns)
× 30 (rows) optical fibers with 800 µm in diameter. The eight columns of
fibers in the output fiber bundle correspond to the eight spectral channels.
The top 15 rows constitute one spatial channel, while the bottom 15 rows
form the other spatial channel [76].

In summary, the UF-CHERS front-end optics collect light at two spatial
locations. The two spatial chords are labeled as UF-CHERS01 and UF-
CHERS02. the UF-CHERS spectrometer then diffracts light collected by
each spatial chord into eight spectral channels that cover a wavelength
range from 528.0 to 530.0 nm at approximately 0.25 nm spectral resolution
per channel. The first spatial chord consists of spectral channels from
TIF01 to TIF08, while the second spatial chord consists of spectral channels
from TIF09 to TIF16.

As shown in Fig. 3.15, the output fiber bundle from the spectrometer
is connected with two 8-channel detector boxes. Light received by each
spectral channel is collimated and magnified by the optical system inside
the detector module to be measured by an avalanche photodiode (APD)
detector. The operating voltages of APD detectors are tested to maximize
the gain while minimizing the excess noise factor, thereby optimizing the
signal-to-noise ratio [79].
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The current signals from the APD detectors are converted to voltage
signals by the preamplifier circuits, which are then amplified by the sup-
porting electronics to achieve a sufficient signal amplitude and digitized
at a 1 MHz sampling rate using a D-TACQ ACQ132 digitizer, which has a
finite impulse response (FIR) anti-aliasing filter [76].

The spatial localization of UF-CHERS channels is similar to BES chan-
nels since they share the same front-end optics and light collection tech-
nique. Figure 3.7 shows that the average poloidal width is 1.3 cm for
UF-CHERS channels. In the radial direction, the UF-CHERS channel cov-
ers about 1.1 cm. The radial expansion of the UF-CHERS PSF is in general
narrower compared to BES PSF because there is no beam smearing effect
for UF-CHERS measured carbon emissions. The low-energy thermal car-
bon ions move much slower than the fast beam particles and have a fast
transition time of ∼ 1 ns.

Figure 3.16: Photo of the UF-CHERS system installed on DIII-D. The spectrometer
is placed on the optical table and connected to the two 8-channel detectors on the
floor. It also shows the BES detectors in the background.
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In 2021, the UF-CHERS detector boxes suffered a failed internal coolant
line that flooded one detector box and vented the other detector box while
the high voltage power supply was still applied to APDs. The detector
boxes were then sent back to Madison. The cause of the failed coolant line
was identified and addressed to prevent future failure. The damaged APDs
were replaced and tested at different operating temperatures. The high
voltage filter was also redesigned and achieved substantial improvement
in noise reduction. After the repair, the UF-CHERS detector boxes are now
maintained at 0°C using thermoelectric cooler (TEC) under atmospheric
pressure, while the excess heat from TEC is dissipated by an external
chiller. Figure 3.16 shows a photo of the UF-CHERS and BES systems
currently deployed at DIII-D.

3.3.1 Calibrations and Data Pre-processing

To derive ion temperature and toroidal velocity fluctuations from the
UF-CHERS raw data, two essential calibrations are required to precisely
determine the wavelength and sensitivity of each spectral channel [76].
Wavelength calibration is performed using a UVP Pen-Ray Neon Lamp.
The two neon emission lines, λ1 = 528.00853 nm and λ2 = 529.81891 nm,
fall within the spectrometer’s passband, which can be used as references
to adjust or measure the range of wavelength observed by each spectral
channel [76]. Determining the wavelength of spectral channels is crucial
for deriving toroidal velocity since toroidal velocity is calculated based on
the Doppler shift of the carbon emission line.

Sweeping the neon emission lines across the detector arrays also pro-
vides a measure of the instrument function (IF) of the spectrometer. The
instrument function is the intensity distribution of the spectrometer output
from a monochromatic input. The spectral line measured from UF-CHERS
can be expressed as a convolution between the spectrometer’s instrument
function and the actual emission line [76]. Therefore, knowing the in-
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strument function is essential for accurately fitting the emission line and
deriving the ion temperature.

White field calibration is performed with a labsphere to measure the
sensitivity of each spectral channel. Due to manufacturing variations, the
gain and wavelength dependence will differ among APDs. Furthermore,
small deficits and fractures in optical fibers can result in varying trans-
mission rates [76]. To account for these factors, measurements are taken
from all spectral channels using the same light intensity input. Figure 3.17
shows the normalized sensitivity of all spectral channels for box1 (left)
and box2 (right), which is determined through white field calibration.

Figure 3.17: The normalized sensitivity of all spectral channels for box1 (left) and
box2 (right), obtained from white field calibration

There are several data pre-processing procedures required before the
UF-CHERS data can be used to fit into emission lines and perform spectral
analysis. The first step is DC offset subtraction. UF-CHERS starts data
acquisition 50 ms prior to the discharge to measure the voltage offset
and detectors’ dark noise. To obtain a uniform baseline, the raw data is
subtracted from the average DC voltage recorded prior to the shot.

The second step is neutron spike removal. The UF-CHERS detectors
are very sensitive and can become saturated due to neutrons, gamma rays,
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and even natural background radiations hitting the APD. These spikes
are much larger in magnitude than the true signal and can be removed by
replacing the spikes with the average of their nearby data since they are
typically only one or a few 1 µs time samples in width.

The third step is background subtraction. The measured signal is a
combination of active charge exchange emissions from the NBI viewline
and background emissions, including passive charge exchange emissions,
electron impact excitations, and bremsstrahlung radiations. Therefore,
NBI is modulated with short beam-off phases to obtain the background
emissions. Assuming the background signal does not vary significantly
between beam-off phases, a linear interpolation is performed to estimate
the background signal level and subtract it from the data [76].

After completing these pre-processing steps, the UF-CHERS signals
are normalized by dividing them by the respective detector sensitivities,
which are determined from the white field calibrations. An example is
provided in Fig. 3.18 to illustrate the raw and pre-processed UF-CHERS
data, using channel TIF05 from DIII-D discharge 193082.

Figure 3.18: Comparison between raw and pre-processed UF-CHERS data
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3.3.2 Noise Handling and Data Fitting

Gaussian fittings can be applied to the active charge exchange emission
signals measured by UF-CHERS spectral channels to infer carbon density,
temperature, and toroidal velocity fluctuations. To enhance the accuracy
of Gaussian fitting, additional noise removal procedures are implemented
beyond standard data pre-processing. Generally, three major noise sources
exist in UF-CHERS data, dark (amplifier) noise, photon noise, and back-
ground carbon emissions. The power spectrum of the active turbulence
signal and noise sources of spectral channel TIF13 for DIII-D discharge
193082 is shown in Fig. 3.19, where dark noise and photon noise are com-
bined as incoherent noise.

Figure 3.19: Power spectrum of active turbulence signal (yellow), background
carbon emission (blue) and incoherence noise (red) of spectral channel TIF13 for
DIII-D discharge 193082 at t = 3.0 − 5.0 s

While it is impossible to fully separate random dark noise and photon
noise from the desired active charge exchange signals in the time domain,
they can be partially separated in the frequency domain. Similar to the
BES data, the frequency range of the turbulence signals measured by UF-
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CHERS can be determined by performing cross-spectral analysis between
spectral channels from the same spatial chord. Random noise outside
this frequency range can be effectively eliminated by applying a band-
pass frequency filter. Although this method does not entirely remove
the contamination of dark noise and photon noise due to the overlapped
frequency between turbulence signals and noise, it significantly enhances
the signal-to-noise ratio and facilitates the Gaussian fitting.

The background carbon emissions in plasma arise from various sources,
including passive charge exchange reactions and bremsstrahlung radia-
tion. They are constantly present inside the plasma, both with and without
the application of NBI. The equilibrium component of the background
carbon emission is addressed during the data pre-processing when the
background signal level is subtracted. The fluctuation component of the
background emission cannot be directly separated from the turbulence
signals in the time domain, but it is found to be localized at low frequency
(< 10 kHz) and does not significantly overlap with the broad-band turbu-
lence signal (typically between 10 − 200 kHz), as shown in Fig. 3.19. The
amplitude of the background carbon emissions is also significantly lower
than the active turbulence signals, and therefore not a major concern of
the data quality.

After applying the data pre-processing and noise removal procedures,
the spectral data can be fitted by a modeling function Eqn. (3.10) to obtain
the charge exchange recombination emission intensity, ion temperature,
and toroidal velocity fluctuations for carbons [76]

S(λ) = P3 +
P0√
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2
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2(σ2
IF + P

2
2)

)
(3.10)

where S(λ) is the fitting function of the modeled spectrum, P0 is the signal
intensity, P1 is the spectral position that infers vϕ, P2 is the spectral width
that gives Ti, P3 is a constant offset to account for residual background
signal, and σIF is the instrument function.
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An example of the Gaussian fits and derived quantities is shown in
Fig. 3.20. These results are obtained at 1 µs time resolution for a represen-
tative DIII-D discharge 193082 analyzed in this thesis. The fitting curve
demonstrates good accuracy, particularly for the central spectral channels,
as indicated by the small residuals.

Figure 3.20: Example of Gaussian fits, residuals, and derived quantities from
UF-CHERS01 of DIII-D discharge 193082
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4 experimental determination of reynolds stress

Self-generated toroidal flow due to turbulent Reynolds stress is important
in fusion plasmas since rotation improves confinement and stability. The
primary goal of this thesis is to experimentally determine the turbulence-
driven Reynolds stress and to examine its role in driving intrinsic rotation
in tokamak plasmas. This objective is further elaborated, focusing on two
central questions: how is Reynolds stress generated, and can it explain
the measured rotation profile? To address these questions, a half-day of
experimental time was awarded through a competitive PhD experimental
solicitation; this highly specialized experiment allowed for the measure-
ment of turbulence-driven density and velocity fluctuations in dedicated
experiments using BES and UF-CHERS.

This chapter presents the experimental determination of Reynolds
stress and is structured as follows. Section 4.1 provides an overview of the
DIII-D experiments. Section 4.2 evaluates the data quality of the fluctua-
tion measurements. Section 4.3 presents the turbulence characteristics and
identifies the changes in the mixture of turbulence modes with varying
heating methods. Finally, Section 4.4 determines the Reynolds stress via
correlated radial and toroidal velocity fluctuation measurements.

4.1 Experiment Design and Plasma Profiles
Accurate determination of the Reynolds stress relies on high-quality fluc-
tuation measurements from BES and UF-CHERS, which benefit from
strong turbulence amplitude and high neutral beam energy. However,
the high-energy 150° beam, required by both BES and UF-CHERS, intro-
duces considerable heating power and toroidal torque into the plasma.
This significant external torque poses a challenge for extracting residual
stress from the measured Reynolds stress, which benefits from having
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a near-zero flat rotation profile in the concerned regions, as can be seen
from Eqn. (2.35); zeroing out the diffusive and convective terms makes
identification of the residual stress term from the turbulent momentum
transport much more direct and straightforward.

Fortunately, the rotation profile can be effectively controlled using the
balanced beam capability at DIII-D. In a typical scenario with normal
plasma current Ip, to counteract the co-current toroidal torque induced
by the 150° beam τ150, along with the expected co-current intrinsic torque
τintrinsic, it is necessary to adjust the rotatable 210° beam in the opposite
direction and inject a counter-current torque τ210. The relative beam powers
must be fine-tuned such that τ150 + τintrinsic = τ210, to attain the desired
near-zero flat rotation profile.

However, the large amount of heating power from the 150° and 210°
beams can easily exceed the L-H transition power threshold. This transition
significantly reduces turbulence amplitude, adversely affecting fluctuation
measurements. Therefore, to stay under L-mode, the plasma current is
reversed, aligning the co-current intrinsic torque in opposition to the 150°
beam torque, with τ150 − τintrinsic = τ210. Balancing the 150° beam with
the combination of the 210° beam and intrinsic torque minimizes the total
heating power injected from the beams.

The magnetic field is also reversed to maintain the pitch angle such
that the BES and UF-CHERS optical sightlines are well-aligned with the
local magnetic pitch angle to ensure optimal spatial resolution perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. Furthermore, a lower-biased double null
(LDN) divertor configuration is employed with the ion grad-B drift direc-
tion pointing away from the dominant X-point, which is an unfavorable
magnetic configuration that significantly raises the L-H transition power
threshold and helps to maintain the plasma in L-mode [80].

Figure 4.1 shows the beam program employed in this experiment. The
left source of the 150° beam (150L) is operated at 65 keV as the diagnostics
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beam for BES and UF-CHERS, which injects 1.1 MW of heating power
into the plasma. The 150L is active for 230 ms in every 250 ms cycle
for fluctuation measurements. The 20 ms beam-off intervals are used
to measure the background signals for UF-CHERS data pre-processing.
During these 20 ms beam-off periods, the 30L beam is activated for 10 ms,
followed by another 10 ms blip of the 330L beam. These 10 ms beam blips
enable CER measurements while maintaining a constant heating power
and net co-current torque injection.

A torque scan with the opposite-directed 210R beam is performed
at the beginning of the experiment to attain the desired rotation profile.
Eventually, a 0.5 MW of 210R beam is applied to bring the rotation profile

Figure 4.1: Time traces of neutral beams and their heating powers for a represen-
tative DIII-D discharge 193082
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close to zero, resulting in a total of 1.6 MW of heating power and a net
−0.75 ± 0.03 Nm volume integrated counter-current torque being injected
into the plasma. The negative sign indicates that it is a counter-current
torque, while the positive sign represents the co-current direction. This
sign convention remains consistent throughout the thesis.

In addition to beam programs, another crucial aspect of the experiment
design is the diagnostics setup. Figure 4.2 illustrates the BES (blue boxes)
and UF-CHERS (red boxes) channel arrangements used in this experiment.
The 64 BES channels are arranged in an approximately 8×8 configuration,
enabling the measurement of 2D density fluctuation images and therefore
the application of velocimetry analysis. The two UF-CHERS spatial chan-
nels are inserted in the center of the BES array, replacing one of the BES
fiber bundles. This ensures that the BES and UF-CHERS measurements
are in close proximity and within a radial and poloidal correlation length
of the low-wavenumber turbulence being measured.

Figure 4.2: BES and UF-CHERS diagnostics channel arrangement for DIII-D
discharge 193082 and its repeated shots
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Due to the finite radial coverage of BES and UF-CHERS channels, a
spatial scan is performed to measure the entire outer region of the plasma
core from ρ = 0.55 − 1.0 to fully measure and characterize turbulence in
the outer half of the radius where intrinsic rotation has been observed to
originate. Their viewing locations inside the plasma are radially scanned
by remotely controlling a motorized fiber-mounting array between shots.
Figure 4.2 shows the radially varying locations of BES and UF-CHERS
channels for a representative DIII-D discharge 193082 and its repeated
shots during the spatial scan.

Finally, motivated by the observed correlation between intrinsic rota-
tion and turbulence modes in previous experiments, a 0.55 MW of ECH is
applied at the second half of the discharge to alter the ion and electron heat
fluxes, and thereby the mixture of turbulence modes. The ECH deposition
profile is off-axis at ρ = 0.2−0.3 to increase the electron temperature while
maintaining a self-consistent profile shape. Figure 4.3 presents the time
traces of major plasma parameters for the DIII-D discharge 193082 and its
repeated shots. The repeat shots exhibit good consistency with discharge
193082, with all the important plasma parameters nearly overlapping.

As shown in Fig. 4.3, these discharges feature a reversed plasma current
Ip = −0.8 MA and a reversed toroidal magnetic field BT = 2.0 T . With
the application of ECH, the line-averaged electron density increases from
n̄e = 2.3 × 1019 m−3 to 2.8 × 1019 m−3. The stored energy increases from
0.14 MJ to 0.21 MJ. The core electron temperature increases slightly from
2.0 keV to 2.2 keV . Finally, the edge toroidal rotation shifts from near-zero
counter-current rotation to 8 km/s co-current rotation.

A long flattop time is maintained to ensure sufficient statistics for
calculating ensemble averages of fluctuation measurements. It should be
noted that the plasma is still evolving during the first half of the discharge,
resulting in slightly different plasma conditions and turbulence features
between 1.0−2.0 s and 2.0−3.0 s. To accentuate the contrasts and maintain
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Figure 4.3: Time traces of (a) toroidal magnetic field and plasma current, (b)
line-averaged plasma density, (c) stored energy, (d) core electron temperature, (e)
edge toroidal rotation, and (f) NBI and ECH heating power for DIII-D discharge
193082 and its repeated shots, 193083, 193087, and 193088

clarity in the figures, we present results from two analysis time windows
with distinct plasma conditions and turbulence characteristics: the first
from 1.0− 1.5 s, corresponding to the NBI-only stage, and the second from
3.5 − 4.75 s, indicative of the NBI+ECH stage (see Appendix B for the
intermediate time case between 2.0 − 3.0 s).

For simplicity, discharge 193082 is used as a representative discharge
to conduct transport analysis using TRANSP. Figure 4.4 shows the plasma
profiles, with the blue and red colors representing the NBI-only and
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NBI+ECH stages, respectively. The total electron heating is shown in
Fig. 4.4(d), with a significant peak at ρ = 0.2 − 0.3 due to ECH. As shown
in Fig. 4.4(a)−(c), the application of ECH elevates the entire electron
density and temperature profile in the plasma core and results in steeper
gradients near the edge. The ion temperature also increases with the appli-
cation of ECH, which can be attributed to the collisional coupling between
ions and the heated electrons.

Figure 4.4: Radial profiles of the major plasma parameters, (a) electron density,
(b) electron temperature, (c) ion temperature, (d) total electron heating, (e) NBI
torque density, and (f) toroidal rotation, for DIII-D discharge 193082
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Regarding the toroidal rotation, as shown in Fig. 4.4(e) and 4.4(f), the
NBI torque deposition profile, calculated using the transport analysis code
TRANSP, remains unchanged within uncertainties when ECH is added.
However, despite the consistent external torque, the toroidal rotation
drops significantly at the core, shifting from −80 km/s to −20 km/s.
Meanwhile, the toroidal rotation in the bulk plasma, with ρ = 0.2 − 1.0,
reverses direction from counter-current to co-current. Considering that
the external torque from NBI is always in the counter-current direction,
changes in the turbulence viscosity χϕ can only modify the profile shape
without changing the sign of the velocity gradient. The presence of a
negative velocity gradient during the NBI+ECH stage strongly suggests
the existence of a substantial non-diffusive flux due to the momentum
pinch Vpinch or residual stress Πres

ϕ .

4.2 Evaluation of Fluctuation Measurements
High-quality fluctuation measurements are essential for determining
Reynolds stress. This section provides a thorough examination of the
turbulence fluctuation measurements by BES and UF-CHERS. Section 4.2.1
evaluates the density fluctuations measured by BES, identifying important
features of the turbulence signals, including their frequency distribution,
wavenumber range, and signal-to-noise ratio. This evaluation demon-
strates that the BES data quality is sufficient to perform cross-correlation
and velocimetry analysis.

Section 4.2.2 discusses the carbon density, temperature and toroidal
velocity fluctuations obtained from UF-CHERS, outlining the necessary
data processing and fitting procedures. Cross-field spectral analysis is
performed between BES and UF-CHERS measurements. These results
demonstrate the reliability of the UF-CHERS data and provide valuable
information for optimizing the velocimetry input parameters.
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Finally, Section 4.2.3 investigates the radial and poloidal velocity fluc-
tuations inferred using the velocimetry analysis. It optimizes two crucial
input parameters, the smoothing width and the multi-frame factor, based
on information obtained from the previous analysis. Cross-field spectral
analysis between the velocimetry inferred velocity fluctuations and BES
measured density fluctuations demonstrates the consistency and reliability
of the velocimetry results.

4.2.1 Density Fluctuations Measured by BES

As an example, Figure 4.5 presents the cross-spectral analysis results of
density fluctuations measured by poloidally adjacent BES channels, BES39
and BES31, at ρ = 0.96 during the NBI-only (blue) and NBI+ECH (red)
stages. The cross-power spectrum in Fig.4.5(a) is used to assess the data
quality and calculate the signal-to-noise ratio. A thorough analysis of the
turbulence signal and noise sources for the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages
is shown in Fig.4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b), respectively.

In Fig.4.6, the total signal (black dashed) is calculated as the square
root of the product of the auto-powers of BES39 and BES31 when NBI is
on, Ptotal =

√
P39P31. The turbulence signal (yellow) is estimated from

the cross-power between BES39 and BES31, Pturb = P39,31. Amplifier noise
(red) is calculated using the auto-powers of BES39 and BES31 dark mea-
surements, Pamp =

√
P39,darkP31,dark. Beam noise (blue) is calculated

using cross-powers between BES39, BES31, and a channel that is both
radially and poloidally distant, BES01, Pbeam = P39,01P31,01/P01. The to-
tal incoherence noise is defined as the suppressed portion of the signal
during cross-spectral analysis, Pincoherent = Ptotal − Pturb. Photon noise
(magenta) is estimated by subtracting the amplifier noise from the total
incoherent noise, Pphoton = Pincoherent − Pamp.

The discrepancy between the total signal and the summation of all
signal and noise sources might be attributed to the underestimated tur-
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Figure 4.5: Cross-spectral analysis results, including (a) cross-power, (b) coher-
ence, and (c) cross-phase, of density fluctuations between poloidally separated
channels BES39 and BES31 for DIII-D discharge 193082

bulence signal due to the finite turbulence poloidal correlation length.
Notably, while noise sources may appear significant in the logarithmic
representation, they are actually two orders of magnitude smaller than
the turbulence signals.

The coherence spectrum in Fig.4.5(b) reveals that the turbulence at
ρ = 0.96 exhibits a frequency range of 5−250 kHz. A band-pass frequency
filter within this range is applied to the BES data before conducting cross-
correlation and velocimetry analysis, which effectively suppresses noise
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Figure 4.6: Power spectrum of the total signal (dashed), turbulence signal (yel-
low), and various noise sources including beam noise (blue), amplifier noise
(red) and photon noise (magenta), in BES data for DIII-D discharge 193082 dur-
ing the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages

and enhances the accuracy of the analysis results. With that, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is calculated as SNR = 10 · log10

(
Ps

Pn

)
, where Ps

represents the turbulence signal and is obtained by integrating the tur-
bulence power spectrum over the previously identified frequency range.
Pn represents the total noise and is calculated by summing the frequency-
integrated power from all noise sources.
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Results show that the frequency-filtered density fluctuations at ρ = 0.96
have SNR of 17.4 and 15.7 during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages,
respectively. Similar analyses are performed on BES channels at other
radial locations, showing a typical SNR range of 10− 17 between ρ = 0.9−
1.0, which is well above the SNR requirement of the velocimetry analysis
(SNR ⩾ 10). The signal-to-noise ratio reduces to 3 − 5 inside ρ = 0.9 as
the turbulence intensity drops toward the plasma core, potentially leading
to an underestimation of the velocity field amplitude at these locations in
velocimetry analysis.

Another restriction when applying velocimetry is the wavenumber
limitation (k ⩽ 2 cm−1). The poloidal turbulence wavenumber kθ is
calculated from the cross-phase spectrum in Fig.4.5(c) using the formula
kθ = ϕ/∆z, where ϕ denotes the cross-phase between two poloidally
adjacent channels and ∆z = 1.2 cm is the channel separation. As shown in
Fig.4.5, the majority of turbulence signal (98% of its power) exhibits cross-
phases within the range of 0 to 0.8π, resulting in a poloidal wavenumber
range of kθ < 2.0 cm−1.

The same procedure can be applied to derive the radial turbulence
wavenumber, yielding kr < 0.33 cm−1. Both the poloidal and radial
wavenumbers fall within the required range for velocimetry analysis, en-
abling a reasonably accurate determination of the 2D flow field. However,
the amplitude of poloidal velocity fluctuations at higher frequencies might
be underestimated due to their small spatial structure.

4.2.2 Toroidal Velocity Fluctuations From UF-CHERS

Evaluating the UF-CHERS data quality and the derived toroidal velocity
fluctuations is essential for accurately determining the toroidal Reynolds
stress. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the cross-power spectrum between UF-CHERS
central spectral channels TIF13 (529.10 nm) and TIF12 (528.85 nm) in-
dicates that the turbulence signal at ρ = 0.96 has a frequency range of
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0 − 80 kHz during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages. A corresponding
low-pass filter within this frequency range is applied to the UF-CHERS
raw data before fitting it into a Gaussian curve. This suppresses the higher
frequency random noise while maintaining the majority of the turbulence
signals. Furthermore, since toroidal Reynolds stress involves correlating
toroidal and radial velocity fluctuations, the identified frequency range for
toroidal fluctuations sets the lower limit of spectral resolution for radial
velocity fluctuations inferred from velocimetry analysis.

Figure 4.7: Cross-power spectrum between UF-CHERS spectral channels TIF13
and TIF12 (from the second spatial chord at ρ = 0.96) for DIII-D discharge 193082
during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages

Figure 4.8 compares the UF-CHERS fitting results obtained without a
filter and with the 0 − 80 kHz low-pass filter. The fitted data are collected
at ρ = 0.96 in DIII-D discharge 193082, from 3550.0 to 3550.005 ms, during
the NBI+ECH stage. The residuals are shown at the bottom of the fitting
curves, and the derived quantities are included in the legend. The results
show that applying the low-pass filter effectively suppresses random noise
in the raw data, reduces the fitting residuals, and enhances the accuracy
of the derived quantities.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the 1 µs UF-CHERS fitting results (a) with no
filter and (b) with a 0 − 80 kHz low-pass filter. Data is collected from DIII-D
discharge 193082 during the NBI+ECH stages at ρ = 0.96
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The reliability of the UF-CHERS derived fluctuation quantities is eval-
uated by performing cross-spectral analysis with the BES data. Figure 4.9
shows the cross-spectral analysis results between density fluctuations
measured by BES and carbon density, temperature, and toroidal velocity
fluctuations measured by UF-CHERS, at ρ = 0.96, during both the NBI-
only and NBI+ECH stages. The BES channel and the UF-CHERS channel
are viewing the same radial-poloidal plane and are poloidally separated
by 1.2 cm. A time shift of 15 µs is applied to the UF-CHERS measurement
in this analysis to correct for the time lag introduced by the diagnostic
hardware (20 µs) and the finite turbulence propagation velocity (−5 µs),
details of which are introduced in a later section.

Figure 4.9: Cross-spectral analysis results showing the relationship between
density fluctuations measured by BES and carbon density, temperature, and
toroidal velocity fluctuations measured by UF-CHERS from DIII-D discharge
193082, at ρ = 0.96, during both the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages
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The cross-spectral analysis results between main ion and carbon density
fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 4.9, reveal a prominent peak in the cross-
power spectrum, a near-zero flat cross-phase, and maximum coherence
values of 0.6 and 0.8 during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages, respec-
tively. These results indicate that the same local turbulence is measured
by both BES and UF-CHERS, suggesting that the main ion and carbon
density fluctuations induced by this turbulence are highly correlated and
in phase with each other. High coherence values are also observed for
carbon temperature and toroidal velocity fluctuations correlated with the
BES measurements, demonstrating the good reliability of the UF-CHERS
derived fluctuation quantities.

4.2.3 Radial Velocity Fluctuations Inferred by Velocimetry

The previous section has already demonstrated that the data quality of the
BES measured turbulence density fluctuations is sufficient for velocimetry
analysis. Furthermore, the identified frequency range of 0 − 80 kHz for
toroidal velocity fluctuations establishes the lower limit of the spectral
resolution for radial velocity fluctuations inferred from the velocimetry
analysis. This information is essential for optimizing velocimetry input
parameters, namely the smoothing width and the multi-frame factor, since
increasing these parameters reduces the spectral resolution of the result.

This section presents the optimization of the velocimetry input param-
eters. The smoothing width is defined as the number of points used in
a boxcar smoothing function during each iteration. In this analysis, the
8 (radial) × 8 (poloidal) turbulence image measured by BES is spatially
interpolated to a spatial resolution of 40 × 40. Therefore, a smoothing
width of 5 is equivalent to one channel width.

Figure 4.10 shows the auto-power (solid) and cross-power (dashed)
spectra of radial velocity fluctuations inferred by the velocimetry analysis,
at ρ = 0.96 during the NBI+ECH stage of DIII-D discharge 193082. Three
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smoothing width values are tested s = 5, 7, and 15, corresponding to 1.0,
1.5, and 3.0 channel widths, respectively. The total signal, represented
by the auto-power spectrum, is calculated as Ptotal =

√
P39P31, using

poloidally separated channels BES39 and BES31. The turbulence signal,
estimated by the cross-power spectrum, is calculated as Pturb = P39,31.

Figure 4.10: Auto-power (solid) and cross-power (dashed) spectra of radial
velocity fluctuations inferred by the velocimetry analysis with smoothing widths
of s = 5, 7, and 15, between poloidally separated channels BES39 and BES31, at
ρ = 0.96 during 3250 − 3480 ms in DIII-D discharge 193082

The auto-power and cross-power of the radial velocity fluctuations in
Fig. 4.10 demonstrate a high degree of consistency for smoothing factors
of s = 5 and s = 7, suggesting that increasing the smoothing width from
5 to 7 does not significantly alter the velocimetry results. However, a
further increase in the smoothing width from 7 to 15 introduces noticeable
changes. While it effectively suppresses random noise, it concurrently
reduces the detectable turbulence signal from small spatial structures. This
results in a decreased turbulence signal at 2 − 5 kHz (a radially narrow
zonal flow structure) and at higher frequencies f > 120 kHz (small-scale
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turbulence eddies). Since this smoothing width is comparable to the
observed turbulence correlation lengths, it also introduces unrealistic high
coherence to distant channels, degrading the spatial resolution of the
inferred 2D velocity field. Therefore, a smoothing factor of 7 is selected
to suppress spurious vector displacements while preserving the essential
spatial and spectral resolutions.

With the determined smoothing width, the velocimetry analysis is
conducted with various multi-frame factors, f = 2, 4, 6, and 8. Since the UF-
CHERS detector records data at a sampling rate of 1 MHz, a multi-frame
factor of 2 corresponds to a time resolution of 1 µs and a spectral resolution
up to 500 kHz. The multi-frame factors of 4, 6, and 8 correspond to spectral
resolutions up to 250 kHz, 167 kHz, and 125 kHz, respectively. Figure 4.11
shows the auto-power (solid) and cross-power (dashed) spectra of the
velocimetry inferred radial velocity fluctuations with various multi-frame
factors. The same channel pair and analysis time window are used.

Figure 4.11: Auto-power (solid) and cross-power (dashed) spectra of radial
velocity fluctuations inferred by the velocimetry analysis with multi-frame factors
of f = 2, 4, 6, and 8, between poloidally separated channels BES39 and BES31, at
ρ = 0.96 during 3250 − 3480 ms in DIII-D discharge 193082
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Results show that higher multi-frame factors further suppress the
random noise while reducing the detectable turbulence fluctuations at
higher frequencies. In Fig. 4.11, the cross-power of radial velocity fluc-
tuations with f = 2 exceeds that with f = 4 at 200 kHz, indicating that
increasing the multi-frame factor from 2 to 4 improves the detection of the
turbulence-driven radial velocity fluctuations and enhances the accuracy
of velocimetry results below 200 kHz. However, it also reduces the spectral
resolution and averages out turbulence fluctuations above 200 kHz.

Similarly, increasing the multi-frame factor from 4 to 6 further enhances
the accuracy of velocimetry results below 100 kHz and reduces the turbu-
lence signal above 100 kHz. As the SNR becomes sufficiently high, this
effect gradually saturates and the result shows a clear convergence for
turbulence signals below 25 kHz when the multi-frame factor increases
from 6 to 8. As discussed in the previous section, the UF-CHERS measured
toroidal velocity fluctuation has a frequency range of 0 − 80 kHz, which
sets the lower limit of the spectral resolution for optimizing the velocime-
try input parameters. Therefore, a multi-frame factor of 8 is selected to
optimize the accuracy of the velocimetry results below 80 kHz.

With the optimized smoothing width and multi-frame factor, velocime-
try analysis is performed on DIII-D discharge 193082 and its repeated
shots. The reliability of the velocimetry results is evaluated by performing
cross-spectral analysis with BES data. Figure 4.12 shows the cross-spectral
analysis results between density fluctuations measured by BES and ra-
dial and poloidal velocity fluctuations inferred by velocimetry analysis, at
ρ = 0.96, during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages. By correlating with
the density fluctuations, we observe prominent cross-power, moderate
coherence, and clear cross-phase for the radial and poloidal velocity fluctu-
ations during both the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages. This demonstrates
the good reliability of the velocimetry results.
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Figure 4.12: Cross-spectral analysis results showing the relationship between
density fluctuations measured by BES and radial and poloidal velocity fluctua-
tions inferred by velocimetry analysis from DIII-D discharge 193082, at ρ = 0.96,
during both the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages

4.3 Turbulence Characterization
This section identifies the likely dominant turbulence mode and provides
a thorough examination of the turbulence characteristics during the NBI-
only and NBI+ECH stages. Figure 4.13 shows the cross-spectral analysis
results of density fluctuations measured by poloidally adjacent BES chan-
nels at three radial locations, ρ = 0.80, 0.87, and 0.96. The cross-power and
coherence spectra reveal a progressively increasing turbulence amplitude
and a broader frequency distribution toward the plasma edge.
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Figure 4.13: Cross-spectral analysis of density fluctuations in BES channel pairs
33/41, 36/44, and 39/31 for DIII-D discharge 193082

The slope of the cross-phase indicates the direction of turbulence prop-
agation. A positive cross-phase slope indicates that the reference channel
(top channel) leads in phase. Consequently, turbulence propagates from
the reference channel to the target channel with a downward velocity in
the lab frame. On the other hand, a negative cross-phase slope indicates
that the target channel (bottom channel) leads in phase, and turbulence
propagates upward in the lab frame. In this experiment, a reversed mag-
netic field (counter-clockwise from the top view) is employed, resulting in
a downward electron diamagnetic velocity, ve = ∇Pe × B/eneB

2, and an
upward ion diamagnetic velocity, vi = −∇Pi × B/eniB

2, at the outboard
mid-plane where the BES and UF-CHERS diagnostics are located.
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As shown in Fig. 4.13, during the NBI-only stage, turbulence prop-
agates predominantly in the electron diamagnetic direction across all
radial locations. However, after ECH is applied, at the plasma edge of
ρ = 0.96, the lower-frequency electron mode at 10 to 150 kHz is sup-
pressed, and a higher-frequency ion mode at 100 to 250 kHz emerges,
which is characterized by a second peak in coherence and a flattening of
the cross-phase. This flat cross-phase results from the coexistence and
overlap of lower-frequency electron-directed modes with a positive slope
and higher-frequency ion-directed modes with a negative slope, leading
to the superposition of their cross-phases. Inside ρ < 0.9, turbulence
completely reverses its direction and propagates predominately in the ion
diamagnetic direction during the NBI+ECH stage.

The turbulence mode can be more precisely identified by examining
the turbulence mode velocity (turbulence advection velocity in the plasma
frame). Cross-correlation analysis is performed on BES channels along the
poloidal direction to quantify the turbulence propagation velocities. This
propagation velocity is the sum of the turbulence mode velocity and the
background E×B velocity of the bulk plasma that the turbulence is riding
on. Therefore, the turbulence mode velocity can be derived by subtracting
the E× B velocity from the measured turbulence propagation velocity.

In general, the turbulence propagation velocity refers to the turbulence
group velocity. Figure 4.14(a) shows the turbulence group velocity (solid)
and phase velocity (dashed) determined using the cross-correlation analy-
sis. The phase velocity is calculated by dividing the channel separation by
the time delay derived from the correlation function. In contrast, the group
velocity is determined using the time delay derived from the envelope
of the correlation function. The turbulence phase velocity refers to the
velocity at which individual turbulence eddies propagate through the
plasma, whereas the turbulence group velocity describes the collective
speed of all turbulence eddies as a packet.
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Figure 4.14: (a) Cross-correlation calculated turbulence group velocity (solid)
and phase velocity (dashed), (b) velocimetry calculated propagation velocity

As shown in Fig. 4.14(a), the turbulence propagation (group) velocity,
calculated through cross-correlation analysis, ranges from approximately
−2 to −5 km/s in the electron direction during the NBI-only stage. After
ECH is applied, the turbulence propagation velocity in the region ρ =

0.6 − 0.9 reverses, reaching 2 − 5 km/s in the ion direction. These findings
align with the cross-spectral analysis results, suggesting a shift in the
mixture of turbulence modes with the application of ECH.

Calculating the turbulence propagation velocity using cross-correlation
derived time delay is usually accurate when a single turbulence mode is
present. However, in cases where multiple turbulence modes coexist, their
time delays can overlap, resulting in a weighted average of their respective
time delays obtained from the envelope of the correlation function. This
effect is similar to the overlapping and superimposed cross-phase in the
cross-spectral analysis, as previously described.
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The superposition of time delays may introduce inaccuracies in the
calculated turbulence propagation velocities, especially when the propa-
gation velocities of different modes are opposed to each other (e.g. ITGs
and TEMs). The averaged time delays often result in an overestimation
of the turbulence propagation velocity. Meanwhile, discrepancies may
arise between the turbulence group velocity and phase velocity since
vgroup = vphase + k

∂vgroup

∂k
and ∂vgroup/∂k ̸= 0.

As shown in Fig. 4.14(a), significant discrepancies appear at the plasma
outer regions during both the NBI-only and NBI-ECH stages due to the
coexistence of opposite-direction turbulence modes. The turbulence prop-
agation velocities in this region are overestimated. The velocity jump from
5 km/s to −10 km/s during the NBI+ECH stage at ρ = 0.85 is likely a
direct result of the averaged time delay between two oppositely directed
turbulence modes with comparable contributions.

On the other hand, velocimetry analysis directly tracks turbulence
eddies, resolves the net movement of particles, and therefore is able to
correctly infer the turbulence propagation velocity in the presence of
multiple modes. Figure 4.14(b) presents the time-averaged turbulence
propagation velocities derived from the velocimetry analysis. The results
exhibits good agreement with the cross-correlation analysis results in the
region ρ = 0.65 − 0.8, where only one dominant turbulence mode exists.
This analysis also provides more accurate results in the region ρ = 0.8−1.0,
where a mixture of opposite-directed turbulence modes is present.

To extract turbulence mode velocity from the propagation velocity,
the background E × B velocity is calculated. The radial electric field is
derived from the radial force balance equation, as given in Eqn. (2.6).
Measurements of carbon density, toroidal rotation, and poloidal rotation
profiles are obtained using tangential and vertical CER. The contributions
of these three terms are shown in Fig. 4.15(a)−(c). The radial electric field
and the derived E× B velocity are shown in Fig. 4.15(d) and 4.15(e).
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Finally, the turbulence mode velocity is determined by subtracting
the background E× B velocity from the turbulence propagation velocity
inferred through velocimetry analysis. As shown in Fig. 4.15(f), after
ECH is applied, the turbulence mode velocity shifts from the electron
diamagnetic direction to the ion diamagnetic direction.

Figure 4.15: Results of (a) the pressure gradient term in Er, (b) toroidal rotation
term in Er, (c) poloidal rotation term in Er, (d) radial electric field, (e) E × B
velocity, and (f) turbulence mode velocity, for NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages

By combining the cross-spectral results from Fig. 4.13, we conclude
that, following the application of ECH, the lower frequency electron mode
is suppressed. A higher frequency ion mode emerges and becomes pre-
dominant at ρ = 0.63 − 0.86. In the outer region, with ρ = 0.86 − 1.0, the
turbulence instabilities shift from being predominantly electron modes to
a mixture of electron and ion modes.
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Other important turbulence characteristics are summarized in Fig. 4.16.
The turbulence density fluctuation amplitudes shown in Fig. 4.16(a) are
observed to be consistent for both stages and peak towards the plasma
edge. The radial correlation length shown in Fig. 4.16(d) generally remains
unchanged, exhibiting a local minimum around ρ = 0.85 where a mixture
of turbulence modes is observed.

Notably, a significant reduction in the correlation time, from 20 µs to 10
µs, and an increase in the poloidal correlation length, from 4 cm to 6 cm, are
observed around ρ = 0.9−1.0 after ECH is applied, as shown in Fig. 4.16(b)
and 4.16(c). These changes may be attributed to the emergence of zonal
flow structures and/or Geodesic Acoustic Modes (GAM) following the
application of ECH, which leads to a stronger poloidal velocity shear in the
turbulence mode velocity, elongates the turbulence eddies in the poloidal
direction, and accelerates their decorrelation.

Figure 4.16: Turbulence characteristics: (a) density fluctuation amplitude, (b)
correlation time, (c) poloidal correlation length, (d) radial correlation length
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4.4 Determination of Reynolds Stress
As introduced in the previous sections, radial velocity fluctuations are
obtained from BES velocimetry analysis, and toroidal velocity fluctua-
tion is derived from the Gaussian fits of UF-CHERS data. Therefore, the
calculation of toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ involves combining results
from two distinctive diagnostics and several issues need to be addressed
to validate this calculation and ensure its accuracy.

To resolve the local Reynolds stress, BES and UF-CHERS need to mea-
sure emissions from the same spatial location at the same time. The spatial
alignment is achieved by inserting the two UF-CHERS spatial channels
in the middle of the 8 × 8 BES array. Since UF-CHERS and BES share
the same front-end optics, they are viewing at the same radial-poloidal
plane. Although there are no BES channels that exactly overlay with the
UF-CHERS channels, BES velocimetry will interpolate that point using
data from adjacent channels. This interpolation should remain valid as
long as the turbulence correlation length is significantly larger than the
spatial separation of the BES channels, which is shown to be the case
based on the radial and poloidal correlation length measurements from
the previous section.

The temporal synchronization is facilitated by the fact that BES and
UF-CHERS collect data simultaneously at the same 1 MHz sampling rate,
but the digital filter in UF-CHERS introduces a finite time lag on the order
of 10 µs. During UF-CHERS data acquisition, the signal is temporally
oversampled internally at 10 MHz. A fast-impulse-response (FIR) digital
filter is then applied to the oversampled data to anti-alias and suppress
signals above approximately 450 kHz, which is then output at the original
1 MHz sampling rate. The consequence of this digital filtering is a finite
time delay that must be accounted for, as it could otherwise introduce
large and unphysical phase delays between the 10 − 100 kHz broadband
fluctuation data.
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This time lag is corrected by aligning the NBI onset time (rising edge
of the raw signals) from BES and UF-CHERS with a precision of 1 µs, as
shown in Fig. 4.17. For discharges analyzed in this thesis work, the time
lag between BES and UF-CHERS raw data is identified to be 20 µs.

Figure 4.17: Time traces of BES and UF-CHERS raw data from poloidally adjacent
channels BES39 and TIF13 (central spectral channel in the second spatial chord)

In addition to spatial alignment and temporal synchronization, it is
important to consider that BES and UF-CHERS collect light from different
emission sources. BES measures light emitted from neutral beams which
are excited by collisions with plasma ions and electrons. For high energy
beams with ENBI ⩾ 40 keV, ion and impurity collisions tend to dominate
the excitation process and electron collisions become negligible [67]. On
the other hand, UF-CHERS measures light emitted from low-Z impurity
species carbon, which is excited during the charge exchange process with
the neutral beam. This means that we are measuring the main ion radial
velocity fluctuations ṽr and carbon toroidal velocity fluctuations ṽϕ to
calculate the toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩.
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Given that ion-ion and ion-impurity collision rates are on the order
of 100 kHz, it is reasonable to assume thermal equilibrium between the
species. Furthermore, since the impurity gyroradii are smaller by a factor
of

√
6 than those of deuterium, which in turn are small compared to

the eddy structure size (L ≈ 5ρi), and considering they have the same
charge-to-mass ratio, the dynamics of the ion response to electrostatic drift
wave fluctuations are expected to be similar. Therefore, the calculation of
Reynolds stress and other turbulence-driven transport fluxes assumes that
the density and velocity fluctuations from main ions and carbon impurities
are highly correlated and in phase with each other. Some experimental
validations are provided in Fig. 4.9, but a thorough investigation of this
assumption is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 4.18 presents the cross-power and cross-phase between radial
and toroidal velocity fluctuations measured at ρ = 0.96. During the
NBI+ECH stage, two distinctive modes are identified. One is at a very
low frequency of 2 − 5 kHz and is suspected to be a zonal flow/GAM due
to its frequency range and poloidally extended spatial structure. This low
frequency mode has a very large amplitude as shown in the cross-power,
but makes little or no contribution to the toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩
because the cross-phase lies very near −π/2.

On the other hand, the cross-phase of the higher frequency broad-band
mode at 15 to 60 kHz is nearly at zero, indicating that the radial and toroidal
velocity fluctuations maximize their contribution to the ensemble average
of their product, ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩. Figure 4.19 shows the measured toroidal Reynolds
stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩. Upon the application of ECH, a strong toroidal Reynolds
stress is observed at the plasma outer core of ρ = 0.9 − 1.0, primarily due
to this higher-frequency broad-band mode. Notably, although the low
frequency zonal flow has no direct contribution to the toroidal Reynolds
stress, it may interact with turbulence nonlinearly, acting as a symmetry
breaking mechanism that induces the toroidal Reynolds stress [40].
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Figure 4.18: Cross-spectral analysis results for radial and toroidal velocity fluctu-
ations at ρ = 0.96, for NBI-only (blue) and NBI+ECH (red) stages

Figure 4.19: Radial profile of momentum fluxes from toroidal Reynolds stress
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This low frequency zonal flow is most apparent in the poloidal velocity
fluctuation and plays a crucial role in the generation of poloidal Reynolds
stress. Figure 4.20 presents the cross-power P(ṽr, ṽθ) and cross-phase
ϕ(ṽr, ṽθ) between the radial and poloidal velocity fluctuations at the same
radial location of ρ = 0.96. Immediately after the application of ECH,
the low-frequency mode in the 2 − 5 kHz range appears, exhibiting a
cross-phase close to zero. This alignment in cross-phase maximizes its
contribution to the poloidal Reynolds stress, ⟨ṽrṽθ⟩. The amplitude of the
poloidal velocity fluctuations in the broad-band mode also increases with
ECH, resulting in a higher cross-power in general.

Figure 4.20: Cross-spectral analysis results for radial and poloidal velocity fluctu-
ations at ρ = 0.96, for NBI-only (blue) and NBI+ECH (red) stages

Figure 4.21 shows the corresponding poloidal Reynolds stress. Similar
to the toroidal Reynolds stress, it is localized at the plasma outer core of
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ρ = 0.9− 1.0 and diminishes quickly within ρ < 0.9. The magnitude of the
poloidal Reynolds stress is almost doubled with the application of ECH.
Half of the increase results from the emergence of the low frequency mode
at 2 − 5 kHz. The remaining contribution is attributed to the increased
amplitude of fluctuations in the broad-band mode at higher frequencies.

Figure 4.21: Radial profile of momentum fluxes from poloidal Reynolds stress

In conclusion, the experimental determination of toroidal and poloidal
Reynolds stress in fusion plasmas is elucidated in this chapter. The com-
bined use of BES and UF-CHERS diagnostics provides a new research
capability to study the 3D turbulence velocity field in plasma. This work
not only highlights the methodological advancement in measuring tur-
bulent stress but also provides valuable insights into understanding the
mechanisms of turbulent stress generation. These experimental findings
demonstrate the distinctive roles of broad-band turbulence and zonal flow
in the generation of toroidal and poloidal Reynolds stress, illustrate the
importance of the cross-phase between velocity fluctuations, and facilitate
further research on turbulence-driven intrinsic torque.
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5 the generation of intrinsic torque

Toroidal rotation strongly influences the performance of fusion plasmas
since rotation and its radial shear suppress turbulent transport, stabi-
lize MHD modes, and impact the L-H transition power threshold. The
turbulence-driven toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ is predicted to generate
intrinsic toroidal torque via symmetry breaking mechanisms in the stress
tensor of the momentum transport equation. To investigate this mecha-
nism, the radial profile of the toroidal Reynolds stress is experimentally
determined in the previous chapter using correlated radial and toroidal
velocity fluctuation measurements from BES and UF-CHERS.

This chapter presents the major physics results and is structured as fol-
lows. Section 5.1 calculates the turbulent momentum flux induced by the
measured toroidal Reynolds stress, as well as the turbulence convection
and the triplet term. Section 5.2 extracts the residual stress from the mea-
sured toroidal Reynolds stress and derives the resulting intrinsic torque.
Finally, Section 5.3 reconstructs the rotation profiles using the momentum
balance equation, both with and without the derived intrinsic torques,
and compares them with the observed rotation profiles.

5.1 Turbulence-driven Momentum Fluxes
In a steady-state axisymmetric toroidal plasma, the radial flux of toroidal
momentum Γϕ is given by [26]

Γϕ(r) =
1
A(r)

∫ r

0
τ(r ′) dV (5.1)

where A is the magnetic flux surface area, dV is the differential volume
element, and τ denotes various momentum sources. In this experiment,
the dominant contribution is from NBI, with τ ≈ τNBI.
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This NBI-driven flux needs to be balanced by the turbulence-driven
toroidal momentum flux [26], as given in Eqn. (2.34)

Γϕ(r) = mini⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩+mivϕ⟨ñiṽr⟩+mi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩ (2.34)

which consists of several components, the toroidal Reynolds stress driven
flux mini⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩, turbulent convection flux mivϕ⟨ñiṽr⟩, and a nonlinear
flux due to the triplet termmi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩ [40]. In the previous chapter, the
toroidal Reynolds stress is experimentally determined using the correlated
radial and toroidal velocity fluctuations measured by BES and UF-CHERS.
The resulting toroidal momentum flux is presented in Fig. 5.1(a).

Figure 5.1: Radial profile of toroidal momentum fluxes due to (a) the toroidal
Reynolds stress, and (b) the turbulent convection (solid line) and the triplet term
(dashed line) during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages
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As shown in Fig. 5.1(a), after applying ECH, a significant toroidal
momentum flux driven by the toroidal Reynolds stress appears at the
plasma outer core of ρ = 0.9 − 1.0 and peaks at ρ = 0.95, primarily due
to the higher-frequency broad-band mode as previously described. The
radially nonuniform profile results from a combination of the radially
varying turbulence amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4.16(a), and the chang-
ing cross-phases between the radial and toroidal velocity fluctuations, as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.18.

Complementary spectral analyses and calculations have been per-
formed on the correlated density and radial velocity fluctuations to de-
termine the turbulence convection flux and the nonlinear flux due to the
triplet term. The results are included in Fig. 5.1(b), where the solid line
represents turbulent convection, and the dashed line indicates the triplet
term. Notably, both terms are significantly smaller in magnitude compared
to the momentum flux driven by the toroidal Reynolds stress. However,
the turbulent convection is non-negligible and needs to be considered.

5.2 Extraction of Residual Stress and Intrinsic
Torque from the Toroidal Reynolds Stress

As shown in the previous section, the toroidal Reynolds stress ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ is
the dominant contribution to the total turbulent momentum flux. It can
be further decomposed into a turbulent viscosity χϕ that is proportional
to the velocity gradient, a momentum pinch Vpinch that is proportional to
the velocity itself, and a residual stress ΠRes

ϕ [26], as given in Eqn. (2.35)

⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩ = −χϕ
∂vϕ

∂r
+ Vpinchvϕ + ΠRes

ϕ (2.35)

Residual stress ΠRes
ϕ is governed by turbulence and is a complicated

function of the density, temperature, pressure, and current gradients [40].
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The divergence of the residual stress works effectively as an intrinsic torque,
and is responsible for spinning up the plasma from rest in the absence of
external momentum input [40].

Residual stress can be extracted from the measured toroidal Reynolds
stress by subtracting the velocity dependent terms from Eqn. (2.35). This
process is facilitated by achieving a near-zero flat toroidal rotation profile
in the outer region of the plasma using both the co- and counter NBI. The
turbulent viscosity χϕ can be estimated using the ion thermal diffusivity χi
and Prandtl number, Pr = χϕ/χi. In this study, the ion heat diffusivity χi is
calculated using transport analysis code TRANSP based on the measured
ion temperature profiles and heating sources. Figure 5.2(a) shows the
radial profile of the ion thermal diffusivity χi calculated by TRANSP,
during the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages.

Figure 5.2: Radial profile of (a) the ion thermal diffusivity, (b) turbulent viscosity,
(c) toroidal velocity gradients, and (d) the resulting diffusive momentum flux,
calculated with various Prandtl numbers of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5
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As discussed in Chapter 2, theory and simulations indicate that the
Prandtl number is close to unity in ITG or TEM dominated plasma cores
[40, 42, 43]. Experimental measurements of χϕ reveal that the Prandtl
number ranges from 0.7 to 2.0 at TFTR [38] and 0.7 to 1.2 at ASDEX-U
[44]. Therefore, to assess the influence of turbulent viscosity, we consider
Prandtl numbers between 0.7 and 1.5 for this study. Figure 5.2(c) shows
the turbulent viscosity χϕ estimated using various Prandtl numbers of
Pr = 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5, differentiated by solid, dashed, and dotted lines,
respectively. The radial gradient of the toroidal velocity, ∂vϕ/∂r, is shown
in Fig. 5.2(b). The velocity gradient driven diffusive toroidal momentum
flux, calculated as −miniχϕ∂vϕ/∂r, is shown in Fig. 5.2(d).

The momentum pinch, Vpinch, is then estimated from the turbulent
viscosity using a physical model based on the turbulent equipartition
(TEP) theory [45], as described in Eqn. (2.37).

VTEP = 2χϕ
(
−
F+ ϵr/a

R

)
(2.37)

where ϵ is the inverse aspect ratio and F represents the poloidal asymmetry
of turbulence amplitude. F = 0 corresponds to poloidally symmetric flute-
like turbulence intensity and F ∼ 1 corresponds to turbulence with a
strongly outward ballooning structure [43].

In this analysis, a range of F values from 0 to 1 are examined. Fig-
ures 5.3(a)-(b) and 5.3(c)-(d) present the estimated TEP pinch velocity,
VTEP, and the corresponding pinch-induced turbulent momentum flux,
miniVTEPvϕ, with F = 0 and F = 1, respectively. Notably, the pinch-
induced momentum flux constitutes a small portion of the total momen-
tum flux induced by the toroidal Reynolds stress, thereby having minimal
impact on the extracted residual stress and intrinsic torque. Examination
of the reconstructed rotation profile also reveals that while a larger pinch
leads to stronger peaking of toroidal rotation in the core, the results in
ρ = 0.8 − 1.0 remain mostly unaffected due to the low toroidal velocity.
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Figure 5.3: Radial profile of (a) the TEP pinch velocity estimated with F = 0, and
(b) its resulting toroidal momentum flux, as well as (c) the TEP pinch velocity
estimated with F = 1 and (d) its resulting toroidal momentum flux, calculated
with various Prandtl numbers of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5

With the estimated turbulent viscosity and TEP pinch, the residual
stress and its induced momentum flux are extracted from the measured
toroidal Reynolds stress. The resulting intrinsic torque is calculated as the
negative radial gradient of the momentum flux driven by residual stress,
as given in Eqn. (2.42)

τintrinsic = −
∂

∂r

(
miniΠ

Res
ϕ

)
(2.42)

Figure 5.4(a) shows the radial profile of the momentum flux driven by
the residual stress, with the shaded area bounded by the Prandtl number
variation from 0.7 to 1.5, F variation from 0 to 1, and Reynolds stress
measurement uncertainties. Both the NBI-only and NBI+ECH stages
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achieve small rotation and relatively flat rotation profiles, resulting in
minimal dependence on the variations in pinch velocity and turbulent
viscosity associated with the Prandtl number and F values.

The derived intrinsic torque density is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). During the
NBI-only stage, the volume-integrated intrinsic torque (over ρ = 0.78−1.0)
is nearly zero. In the NBI+ECH stage, a 2.5 Nm torque is observed between
ρ = 0.9 − 0.95 and −2.1 Nm between ρ = 0.95 − 1.0, resulting in a net
co-current intrinsic torque of 0.4 ± 0.05 Nm, which is comparable to the
−0.75 Nm counter-current NBI torque. Notably, although the net intrinsic
torque is nearly zero in the NBI-only stage, it still noticeably alters the local
velocity gradient and therefore the reconstructed rotation profile.

Figure 5.4: Radial profiles of (a) the momentum flux induced by the extracted
residual stress, and (b) its resulting intrinsic torque density, evaluated at Pr =
0.7 − 1.5, during NBI-only (blue shaded) and NBI+ECH (red shaded) stages
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5.3 Comparison Between the Reconstructed and
CER Measured Rotation Profiles

To evaluate the impact of the turbulence-driven intrinsic torque, toroidal
rotation profiles are reconstructed using the momentum balance equation,
as shown in Eqn. (5.2)

1
A(r)

∫ r

0
τNBI(r

′) dV = mini⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩+mivϕ⟨ñiṽr⟩+mi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩ (5.2)

which is equivalent to

1
A(r)

∫ r

0
τNBI(r

′) + τintrinsic(r
′) dV

= mini

(
−χϕ

∂vϕ

∂r
+ VTEPvϕ

)
+mivϕ⟨ñiṽr⟩+mi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩

(5.3)

Among all the terms in Eqn. (5.3), the magnetic flux surface area, A,
and the differential volume element, dV , are obtained from the equilib-
rium reconstruction. The NBI torque deposition profile, τNBI, is calculated
using the transport code TRANSP. The turbulent momentum fluxes in-
duced by the toroidal Reynolds stress,mini⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩, turbulent convection,
mivϕ⟨ñiṽr⟩, and the triplet term, mi⟨ñiṽrṽϕ⟩, are experimentally deter-
mined using fluctuation measurements from BES and UF-CHERS. The
residual stress is extracted from the measured toroidal Reynolds stress
by subtracting the estimated turbulent viscosity and pinch terms (χϕ and
VTEP). Finally, the intrinsic torque, τintrinsic, is derived as the radial gra-
dient of the residual stress, leaving the toroidal velocity, vϕ, and its radial
gradient, ∂vϕ/∂r, as the only unknown terms in Eqn. (5.3).

The rotation physics inside the separatrix determines the local velocity
gradient but not the rotation itself. Therefore, setting the correct boundary
condition is essential in reconstructing the rotation profile, as a change in
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the edge rotation can shift the rotation at all radii. The rotation physics at
the proximity of the scrape-off layer (SOL) is a complicated subject that
involves various mechanisms such as ion-orbit loss, momentum transport
by neutrals, radial SOL currents, and other edge-specific physics [81, 82].
In this thesis, we focus on the core rotation, which is treated separately from
the SOL rotation. Hence, a complete consideration of the edge rotation
physics is beyond the scope of this work.

Figure 5.5 shows the calculated velocity gradients and the reconstructed
toroidal rotation profiles at ρ = 0.78−1.0. The reconstruction of the velocity
profile begins with the measured toroidal rotation at the separatrix, which
establishes the essential boundary condition. With this initial condition,
the velocity gradient at the separatrix is calculated, thereby determining

Figure 5.5: Radial profile of the velocity gradients and toroidal rotation at ρ =
0.8 − 1.0, (a)-(b) without and (c)-(d) with the derived intrinsic torque, during
NBI-only (blue shaded) and NBI+ECH (red shaded) stages
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the toroidal velocity at the next radial position. This process is iterated
to reconstruct the entire radial profile of the toroidal rotation. The re-
constructed rotation profile (shaded area) is then compared to the CER
measurements (data points).

Figure 5.5(a) shows the reconstructed rotation gradient without the in-
ferred intrinsic torque. The calculated velocity gradients for the NBI-only
and NBI+ECH stages exhibit significant similarities, which arise from
the consistent NBI torque and comparable turbulent viscosity across both
stages. Consequently, the reconstructed rotation profiles exhibit compa-
rable magnitudes and similar shapes, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). Except,
in the NBI+ECH stage, the reconstructed profile slightly shifts towards
the co-current direction, which is attributed to the different boundary
conditions at ρ = 1.0.

Figure 5.5(c) shows the reconstructed rotation gradient with the in-
ferred intrinsic torque. Notably, the measured momentum fluxes induced
by turbulent convection and the triplet term are also included. Incor-
porating the intrinsic torque significantly alters the velocity gradients at
ρ = 0.9 − 1.0. The oppositely directed intrinsic torques result in distinc-
tive rotation profiles being reconstructed for the NBI-only and NBI+ECH
stages, shifting the rotation profile slightly towards the counter-current
direction during the NBI-only stage and strongly towards the co-current
direction during the NBI+ECH stage, as shown in Fig. 5.5(d).

Comparing the reconstructed rotation profiles with CER data reveals
that, regardless of the Prandtl number selected within the range of 0.7 to
1.5, or F values between 0 and 1, the NBI torque alone cannot reproduce
the observed rotation profile nor account for the change in rotation after
ECH is applied. However, by incorporating the derived intrinsic torque
into the momentum balance equation, the reconstructed rotation profiles
then achieve good agreement with CER data and successfully reproduce
the observed changes in rotation profile in response to ECH.
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Although the experimentally determined intrinsic torque profile is
limited to the radial region of ρ = 0.78 − 1.0, it is believed to capture the
essential characteristics of the intrinsic torque. Since the magnitude of
turbulent stress and the resulting intrinsic torque are closely correlated
with the turbulence amplitude, which significantly decreases towards the
plasma core, as shown in Fig. 4.16(a), it is reasonable to assume that the
intrinsic torque continues to diminish within ρ = 0.8. Figure 5.6(a) and
5.6(b) show the complete radial profiles of the reconstructed rotation with-
out and with the measured torque, respectively. The results demonstrate
improved agreement with CER data at the inner core when the inferred
turbulence-driven intrinsic torques are included.

Figure 5.6: Comparison between the CER measurements (data points) and the
reconstructed (shaded area) rotation profiles (a) without and (b) with intrinsic
torque, during the NBI-only (blue) and NBI+ECH (red) stages.
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Notably, the NBI torque density, ion heat diffusivity, and other quan-
tities calculated by TRANSP are flux surface-averaged, while Reynolds
stress is measured at the outboard mid-plane. We assume the toroidal
Reynolds stress remains constant along the flux surface, but its magnitude
likely scales with turbulence intensity, assuming the cross-phase relation-
ship between the 3D turbulence velocity field remains consistent on the
flux surface. Therefore, the flux surface-averaged Reynolds stress might
be smaller than the measured value, since turbulence tends to be stronger
on the low-field side.

This estimation of flute-like turbulence, as applied in the calculations,
may be reasonable for an L-mode discharge dominated by electrostatic
drift wave instabilities, such as ITG and TEM. However, to fully address
the poloidal variation of Reynolds stress, it is necessary to perform 3D
global turbulence simulations [83], which is planned for future work but
beyond the scope of this thesis.

In conclusion, by adjusting the ion and electron heat fluxes using dif-
ferent combinations of NBI and ECH, we effectively alter the mixture of
turbulence modes in the outer region of the plasma from a predominantly
electron mode to a more complex mixture of ion and electron modes. This
transition results in significant changes in the magnitude and cross-phase
relationship of the turbulence-driven velocity field, thereby affecting the
toroidal Reynolds stress and its resulting intrinsic torque. Comparing the
reconstructed rotation profiles and CER measurements demonstrates the
crucial role of intrinsic torque in shaping the rotation profile, validates
the theory of turbulence-driven intrinsic torque, and supports the use of
turbulence models to predict rotation profiles.
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6 summary and conclusions

Turbulence-driven nonuniform Reynolds stress is predicted to generate
intrinsic rotation in plasmas. To investigate this mechanism, turbulent
stresses and intrinsic torque are determined in L-mode plasma cores via
correlated density and velocity fluctuation measurements in DIII-D. Ded-
icated experiments are conducted with co- and counter-current NBI to
control the net torque input and achieve the desired rotation profiles. ECH
is applied to alter the ion and electron heat fluxes and therefore the mixture
of turbulence modes. High-quality fluctuation data are obtained using
BES and UF-CHERS, demonstrating advanced diagnostics capabilities in
measuring the 3D turbulence velocity field.

6.1 Summary of Major Results
This thesis addresses three central physics questions: (1) how Reynolds
stress is generated, (2) what characteristics the Reynolds stress profile
exhibits, and (3) whether it can explain the measured rotation profile.

To address the first question, high-quality density fluctuation measure-
ments are obtained using BES. Velocimetry analysis is then applied to the
2D density fluctuation images to infer both radial and poloidal velocity
fluctuations. UF-CHERS channels are inserted at the center of the BES
array and measure the toroidal velocity fluctuations. The cross-spectral
analysis results between radial and toroidal velocity fluctuations provide
valuable insights into the generation of Reynolds stress.

During the NBI+ECH stage, two distinctive modes are identified. One
is at a very low frequency of 2 − 5 kHz and is suspected to be a zonal flow
and/or GAM structure. This zonal flow has a very large amplitude but
makes little or no contribution to the toroidal Reynolds stress because its
cross-phase lies closely at −π/2. On the other hand, the cross-phase of
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the higher frequency broad-band mode is nearly at zero, which means
that the radial and toroidal velocity fluctuations are in phase with each
other and maximize their contribution in ⟨ṽrṽϕ⟩. These results reveal the
distinctive roles of broad-band turbulence and zonal flow in the generation
of toroidal Reynolds stress.

Using the Prandtl number and the physics model of the TEP pinch,
residual stress is extracted from the measured Reynolds stress by subtract-
ing the velocity-dependent terms. Intrinsic torque is then derived from
the radial gradient of the residual stress. During the NBI-only stage, the
volume-integrated intrinsic torque is nearly zero. Upon the application of
ECH, a strong rotation drive is identified at the plasma edge, resulting in
a net co-current intrinsic torque of 0.4 ± 0.05 Nm, which is comparable to
the −0.75 Nm counter-current NBI torque.

To evaluate the impact of this turbulence-driven intrinsic torque, toroidal
rotation profiles are reconstructed using the momentum balance equation.
Results show that, regardless of the Prandtl number chosen between 0.7
and 1.5 and F values in the TEP pinch between 0 and 1, the NBI torque alone
cannot reproduce the observed rotation profile nor explain the change
in rotation after ECH is applied. However, by incorporating the inferred
turbulence-driven intrinsic torque, the velocity gradients near the edge
are significantly altered. The reconstructed rotation profiles then show
good agreement with CER data and successfully reproduce the observed
rotation changes due to ECH.

This thesis work provides the first direct measurement of turbulent
stresses in fusion-grade plasma cores and infers the resulting intrinsic
torque by integrating experimental data with theoretical physics mod-
els. The results show convincing consistency with the current theory of
turbulence-driven intrinsic torque and support the use of predictive mod-
eling for intrinsic rotation via turbulence models in ITER and other future
magnetic fusion facilities.
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6.2 Future Work
In diagnostic development, expanding the current 2-channel UF-CHERS
system to 4 channels will benefit the toroidal velocity fluctuation measure-
ments. Additionally, further improvements can be made to the UF-CHERS
data analysis techniques to enhance the accuracy of Gaussian fitting and
the precision of derived quantities. It is also possible to apply the same
cross-spectral and cross-correlation analysis technique to BES measured
density fluctuations and UF-CHERS measured temperature fluctuations
to directly measure the turbulent heat flux.

In terms of physics research, results from this thesis demonstrate that
the generation of Reynolds stress depends on the cross-phase relation-
ship between fluctuating velocities. A natural follow-up question will be
understanding the mechanisms that determine the cross-phase between
fluctuating velocities under various turbulence modes and plasma condi-
tions. For example, experiments with ohmic-heated plasmas at Alcator
C-Mod have found that the intrinsic toroidal rotation scales linearly with
the stored energy normalized to the plasma current [16]. This empirical
scaling can be studied by performing similar analyses on a set of discharges
with lower plasma current in the experiments we conducted.

Another relevant study concerns zonal flow. Although zonal flow
does not directly contribute to toroidal Reynolds stress, it may interact
nonlinearly with turbulence, acting as a symmetry-breaking mechanism
that induces turbulent stress. This nonlinear interaction between zonal
flows and turbulence can be investigated via bicoherence analysis of BES
and UF-CHERS fluctuation measurements.

Comparing experimentally measured turbulent stress and intrinsic
torque with the predictions from gyrokinetic simulations validates the
theoretical models and provides a deeper understanding of turbulence
dynamics. These simulations also reveal the dominant turbulence modes
and how these modes evolve under different plasma conditions. Further-
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more, to comprehensively address the poloidal variation of Reynolds stress
and its impact on plasma rotation, it is necessary to perform 3D global
gyrokinetic turbulence simulations. Some of these simulation efforts are
ongoing. Initial results from the linear gyrokinetic simulations have shown
promising agreement with experimental observations.

Finally, the good agreement between the reconstructed rotation profiles
and the CER measurements supports the use of turbulence models to pre-
dict rotation in future magnetic fusion facilities, such as ITER. Therefore,
applying and extrapolating these results from the DIII-D tokamak to other
machines will help to further validate and extend the current findings.
Besides prediction, it is also feasible to utilize the turbulence-driven in-
trinsic torque to control the rotation profile, thereby improving tokamak
performance. For example, strong nonuniform Reynolds stress near the
edge can cause large velocity shear and therefore suppress turbulence and
turbulent transport, which could possibly be achieved by fine-tuning the
heating power and/or density profile.
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a analysis codes

A.1 TRANSP
TRANSP is a computational code developed by the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL) to infer the plasma transport processes by
analyzing tokamak experimental data [84]. This code is maintained and
run at the PPPL, and is accessible for offsite users.

Figure A.1: The general structure of TRANSP, reproduced from [84]

The general structure of this time dependent transport analysis code
is shown in Figure A.1. The data inputs include plasma profile mea-
surements of electron density ne(r, t), electron temperature Te(r, t), ion
temperature Ti(r, t), plasma current Ip, surface voltage V , and the radi-
ated power PRAD(r, t) [84]. The code solves the magnetic field diffusion
equation for the poloidal magnetic field Bθ(r, t), effective charge Zeff(t)

and current density j(r, t). With these quantities, the ohmic input power
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POH(r, t), electron energy confinement time τEe and the safety factor q are
calculated. Neutral density nO(r, t) and neutral temperature TO(r, t) are
determined from the neutral source calculation. And the radial particle
flux Γrp(r, t) and particle confinement time τp are determined from the
particle conservation equation. The ion heat diffusivity χi can be calcu-
lated from the ion temperature profile using the ion energy balance or
estimated by neoclassical theory when a detailed ion temperature profile
is unavailable. Finally, the electron heat diffusivity χe is derived from the
electron energy balance equation with the inputs from previous calcula-
tions. For the purpose of this thesis, TRANSP is applied to reconstruct
general plasma profiles from experimental data, derive ion heat diffusivity
and calculate NBI torque deposition via the integrated NUBEAM module.
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b additional analysis

This appendix extends the analyses presented in Chapters 4 and 5, focusing
on the intermediate time case (steady NBI-only stage, from 2.0 − 3.0 s)
between the conditions studied in the previous chapters. It aims to provide
an additional case analysis for a comprehensive understanding of the
turbulence-driven intrinsic torque and its influence on toroidal rotation
profiles under varying plasma conditions and turbulence features.

The intermediate time case analysis builds on the experimental frame-
work and analysis workflow established in the previous chapters. It uses

Figure B.1: Radial profile of toroidal momentum fluxes due to (a) the toroidal
Reynolds stress, and (b) the turbulent convection (solid line) and the triplet term
(dashed line) during the NBI start-up, NBI steady, and NBI+ECH stages
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correlated density and velocity fluctuation measurements from the BES
and UF-CHERS diagnostics to determine the toroidal Reynolds stress, as
shown in Fig. B.1. The residual stress and intrinsic torque are extracted
from the measured toroidal Reynolds stress by subtracting all the velocity
dependent terms, as shown in Fig. B.2. The volume-integrated intrinsic
torque between ρ = 0.8 − 1.0 for the intermediate case is near zero.

Figure B.2: Radial profiles of (a) the momentum flux induced by the extracted
residual stress, and (b) its resulting intrinsic torque density, evaluated at Pr =
0.7 − 1.5 and F = 0 − 1, during NBI start-up (blue shaded), NBI steady (magenta
shaded) and NBI+ECH (red shaded) stages

The toroidal rotation profiles are reconstructed using the momentum
balance equation, both with and without the inferred intrinsic torque.
Comparisons with the CER data demonstrate slightly better agreement
when the inferred turbulence-driven intrinsic torque is incorporated, as
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shown in Fig. B.3. In conclusion, the additional analysis of the intermedi-
ate case presented in this appendix agrees with the two other cases and
reinforces the conclusions drawn in the preceding chapters.

Figure B.3: Radial profile of the velocity gradients and toroidal rotation at ρ =
0.8 − 1.0, (a)-(b) without and (c)-(d) with the derived intrinsic torque, during
NBI start-up (blue shaded), NBI steady (magenta shaded), and NBI+ECH (red
shaded) stages
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